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1. Physics Motivation 
 — Structure of 

2. Experimental Principle 
a) Production of 
b) Identification of 

3. Experimental Setup

�3Decay pion spectroscopy

detector system includes segmented scintillator walls for
tracking, energy-loss determination, and timing. Two aerogel
Čerenkov detectors were used for pion rejection with a
combined 94% efficiency when keeping the kaon rejection
lower than 1%. The kaon survival probability was ϵK ≈ 0.40
for a flight path of 6.45 m. The time of flight was measured
inside the spectrometer with a resolution of σt ≈ 180 ps
along flight paths of 1–1.5m. The experimental challenge in
this experiment was originated by the positrons from pair
production with large cross sections near 0°. The resulting
high flux of background positrons in the spectrometer was
reduced by several orders of magnitude by using a lead
absorber with its thickness up to t ¼ 25X0 radiation lengths
[22]. The detection loss for the kaons in this absorber
amounted to ηlead ∼ 70%.
Data analysis.—The pion momentum, its direction, and

the reaction vertex were reconstructed from the focal plane
coordinates using the well-known backward transfer matri-
ces describing the spectrometer optics. The momenta of the
outgoing pions were corrected for energy loss inside the
target, a few cm thick of air, and two vacuum window foils
120 μm thick each. Kaons were identified by their specific
energy loss dE=dx and velocity β from the time of flight.
Figure 2 shows the coincidence time between Kþ in the

Kaos spectrometer and π− or μ− in SpekC. The prominent
peak at zero time includes 103 pions while the peak of
muons is originated by the decay events of pions. True
coincidence events were selected from a time gate with a
width of 2.5 ns. Accidental coincidence events from the
two coincidence time sidebands of 45 ns total width were
used to evaluate the accidental background height and
shape in the momentum distribution.
The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the distribution of

available data on the Λ hyperon binding energy in 4
ΛH

from emulsion experiments [2–4], where the compilation
in Ref. [4] includes reanalyzed events from Refs. [2,3].
The width of this distribution from BΛ > 0.5MeV to
BΛ < 3.5MeV defines a region of interest corresponding
to the momenta of two-body decay pions for stopped
4
ΛH: 131 < pπ < 135MeV=c.
The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the pion momentum

distribution in SpekC for the events within the true
coincidence time gate. The measured pion momentum
distribution in the time sidebands was scaled by the ratio
of the time gate widths, giving 1.8# 0.1 accidental events/
bin. The exceeding background was produced by MWD of
strange systems, the only reaction that can generate
coincident events meeting the kinematical conditions.
The distribution outside of the region of interest was fitted
with a single scale factor to a template function b which
was determined by a Monte Carlo simulation of MWD
events including angular and energy dependencies of kaon
production in electron scattering off 9Be. In the simulation,
the elementary cross sections for pðγ; KþÞΛ, pðγ; KþÞΣ0,
and nðγ; KþÞΣ− were taken from the K-Maid model
[23,24], which describes available kaon photoproduction
data. The Fermi-motion effects that modify the elementary
cross sections for the Be target were calculated in the
incoherent impulse approximation. In the simulated spec-
trum Λ decay pions are dominating in the range
20–110 MeV=c, Σ− decay pions are dominating in the
range 110–194 MeV=c, and at 194.3 MeV=c the mono-
chromatic peak of stopped Σ− decays is found. Inside the
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FIG. 2 (color online). Coincidence time spectrum for Kþ in the
Kaos spectrometer and π− or μ− in SpekC, after correcting for
the reconstructed flight path lengths of Kþ and π− through the
spectrometers. The time gates for selecting true (2.5 ns width) and
accidental coincidences (45 ns width) are indicated by different
colors. The solid line represents a fit to the spectrum with two
Gaussian shaped peaks each on top of an accidental background
distribution. The peaks were resolved with σt ∼ 1.4 ns resolution.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Pion momentum distribution in SpekC
for true coincidences (green) and accidental coincidences (blue)
scaled by the ratio of the time gate widths. A monochromatic
peak at pπ ≈ 133 MeV=c was observed, which is a unique
signature for the two-body decay of stopped 4

ΛH → 4Heþ π−.
The top panel shows on the corresponding binding energy scale
the distribution of data on the Λ hyperon binding energy in 4

ΛH
from emulsion experiments [2–4]. Arrows indicate the region of
interest in the momentum spectrum.
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�5

constructed from the hard-core model, for the first attempt
to the full-coupled channel calculation. P!!’s are very
small for both systems, due to a large mass difference be-
tween the "" and !! channels (m!!!m"""155MeV).

We should emphasize that the PN## 5
""H$ obtained by

the mNDS has a surprisingly large value (4:56%), which is
larger than the PN## 5

""H$ obtained by the NFS (3:10%), in
spite of the fact that the strength of the ""-N# coupling
potential of the ND is rather weaker than that of the NF.
This does not imply that a stronger ""-N# coupling
potential means a larger PN# probability. This is in re-
markable contrast with other calculations based on the
#t % " % "$ and #! % #!$ two-channel model [7,9].

Although the present calculation assumes no simpli-
fied structures, such as #t % " % "$ and #! % #!$, this
kind of model is useful to make a clear explanation of
the complicated full coupling dynamics of the A & 5;
S& !2 hypernucleus. Let us consider a set of simple
core nucleus % Y#% Y$ model wave functions for the
5

""H:

j5""Hi &  t '  "" '  ""!t; (7)

j5#Hi &  ! '  #! '  #!!!; (8)

j5"!HiS"!
&

!!

1
3

q

( t ' ( "!0)S"!
) '  "!0!t

!
!!

2
3

q

( h ' ( "!!)S"!
) '  "!!!h

#for S"! & 0 or 1$; (9)

where  c#c & t; h;!$ is the wave function (WF) of the
core nucleus,  YY#YY & "";#!;"!$ is the WF of the
hyperon(s), and  YY!c is the WF that describes the relative
motion between YY and c. We assume that all of the
baryons occupy the same #0s$ orbit. For the 5

"!H state,
we have two independent states for the WF  "!, that the
spin of two hyperons (S"!) is either a singlet or a triplet.
Since the !! component plays a minor role, we omit the

5
!!H state. Using these WFs, we can obtain the algebraic
factors for each averaged coupling potential of the allowed
spin state, $vs or $vt:

hV""!N#i &
!!

1
2

q

$vs""!N#; (10)

hV""!"!i &

8

>

<

>

:

!!

9
8

q

$vtN"!N! %
!!

1
8

q

$vsN"!N! #for S"! & 0$;
!!

3
8

q

$vtN"!N! !
!!

3
8

q

$vsN"!N! #for S"! & 1$;
(11)

hVN#!"!i &
8

<

:

!
!!

3
4

q

$vsN#!"! #for S"! & 0$;
3
2 $v

t
N#!"! #for S"! & 1$:

(12)

The v""!N# potential is suppressed by a factor of
!!!!!!!!

1=2
p

for
the A & 5 hypernucleus. The vN"!N! and vN#!"! poten-
tials, particularly in the spin triplet channel, play signifi-
cant roles instead. Namely, these equations imply that the
"! component strongly couples both to the "" and to the
N# components, and the "! component plays a crucial
role in the hypernucleus.

The normalized energy expectation values of the
Hamiltonian (1) for 5

""H are (given in units of MeV)

h &

hH""i
P""

hVN#!""i
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

P""PN#
p hV"!!""i

!!!!!!!!!!!!!

P""P"!

p
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

P""PN#
p hHN#i

PN#
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!

PN#P"!

p
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!6:09 !20:51 !14:92
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(13)
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FIG. 1. " and "" separation energies of A & 3! 6, S& !1 and !2 s-shell hypernuclei. The Minnesota NN, D20 YN, and mNDS
YY potentials are used. The width of the line for the experimental B" or B"" value indicates the experimental error bar. The
probabilities of the N#, "!, and !! components are also shown for the "" hypernuclei.
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In our calculations, we use the fitted single-channel ΛΛ
interactions and the averaged values of our Λ-h and Λ-t
potentials, which are as follows:

VΛ-h/t =
1
4
VΛ-h/t(0+) +

3
4
VΛ-h/t(1+). (18)

It is to be noted that ∆BΛΛ for the five-body system is
defined by

∆BΛΛ = BΛΛ − 2Bav
Λ (19)

with Bav
Λ of eq. (13) as was reasonably introduced by Fil-

ikhin and Gal [4]. The results are displayed in table 4.
The ΛΛ interaction, V e1

ΛΛ, produces binding energy val-
ues, ∆BΛΛ, of 0.72MeV for 5

ΛΛH and 0.76MeV for 5
ΛΛHe

as seen in table 4. The corresponding values produced
by the free-space ΛΛ interaction V e2

ΛΛ are 1.03MeV and
1.10MeV, respectively. We then include the coupling ef-
fects ∆V e

Pauli and ∆V e
alpha in our calculations with V e2

ΛΛ.
In 5

ΛΛH, the contribution of the Pauli effect is 0.20MeV
and that of the α enhancement effect is −0.13MeV for
the NSC97e coupling strength. Then, the net effect is a
weak repulsion, which reduces the value of ∆BΛΛ in 5

ΛΛH
by 0.07MeV.

It is interesting to find that these effects give ∆BΛΛ =
1.28MeV of 5

ΛΛHe, which is larger than 1.01MeV of 6
ΛΛHe,

since the attractive effect of ∆V e
alpha becomes larger than

the suppression effect of ∆V e
Pauli in 5

ΛΛHe. The contribu-
tions of ∆V e

Pauli and ∆V e
alpha in this system are 0.23MeV

and −0.41MeV. Thus, the value of ∆BΛΛ for 5
ΛΛHe is

increased by the coupling effects, while they reduce the
∆BΛΛ value of 5

ΛΛH. It should be noted that the value
−0.41MeV of ∆V e

alpha is a significant factor not to be ne-
glected in comparison with the empirical value ∆BΛΛ =
1.01MeV of 6

ΛΛHe. Filikhin and Gal predicted values of
∆BΛΛ for 5

ΛΛHe and 5
ΛΛH, which are smaller than that of

6
ΛΛHe, and gave a comment that “the heavier is the core
nucleus, the larger is the ∆BΛΛ”. This contradicts our re-
sults, where ∆BΛΛ of 5

ΛΛHe is larger than that of 6
ΛΛHe.

The values of ∆BΛΛ for the three double-Λ hypernu-
clei are plotted against the coupling strength in fig. 2.
With the value of ∆BΛΛ (6ΛΛHe) fixed to the experimen-
tal value of 1.01MeV, it can be seen that the values for
the five-body double-Λ hypernuclei increase with the cou-
pling strength. Thus, the coupling strength can be sen-
sitively deduced from experimental observations of 5

ΛΛHe
and 5

ΛΛH.

4 Conclusions

We have derived the single-channel ΛΛ interactions based
on Shinmura’s S = −2 interactions, which are phase shift
equivalents to the Nijmegen soft-core NSC97e, hard-core
NHC-D and NHC-F models. The ΛΛ interaction V e1

ΛΛ is
obtained by fitting the recent 6

ΛΛHe experimental data,
∆BΛΛ = 1.01MeV [3], without including the Pauli sup-
pression effect. To obtain the free-space ΛΛ interaction,
however, we have to take into account the Pauli suppres-
sion effect in fitting the data, since it is appreciably large.
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ΛΛ
6He

ΛΛ
5He
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5H

[103 MeV 2 fm3 ]

2.0

VΛΛ,ΞN
2
µ2 2( )3

Fig. 2. ∆BΛΛ values against the coupling strength. The cir-
cles, stars, squares and triangles represent the cases of no, the
NHC-D, the NSC97e and the NHC-F coupling strengths, re-
spectively.

We have found that the Pauli suppression effect in 6
ΛΛHe

is 0.43MeV for the NSC97e coupling strength. A Λ-Λ
phase shift of 12◦ at the maximum is produced by the
ΛΛ interaction V e1

ΛΛ, while the free-space ΛΛ interactions,
V D2

ΛΛ , V e2
ΛΛ and V F2

ΛΛ, give 14◦, 17◦ and 22◦ maximum values,
respectively. Thus, the free-space ΛΛ interaction of the
NSC97e and NHC-F cases is considerably stronger than
the interaction which is obtained by fitting the Nagara-
event data while neglecting the Pauli suppression effect.

The coupling effects in the five-body systems consist
of the Pauli suppression, ∆VPauli, and an enhancement,
∆Valpha, which arises when a converted nucleon combines
with the core nucleus to form an α-particle. These two
effects are largely cancelled by each other in 5

ΛΛH, and
the resultant effect is a repulsion with 0.07 (0.16)MeV for
the NSC97e (NHC-F) coupling strength. In 5

ΛΛHe, how-
ever, the enhancement effect dominates, and the net cou-
pling effect is not a repulsion but a 0.18 (0.47)MeV at-
traction for the NSC97e (NHC-F) coupling strength. The
behaviour of ∆BΛΛ values against the coupling strength,
shown in fig. 2, indicates the significance of the ΛΛ-ΞN
coupling effect, and observations of 5

ΛΛHe and 5
ΛΛH would

be critical for determining the ΛΛ-ΞN coupling strength.
One possible way to produce 5

ΛΛH through the
(K−,K+) reaction has been discussed by Kumagai-Fuse
and Akaishi [15]. They proposed that 5

ΛΛH is almost ex-
clusively formed with a large branching of about 90%, once
7
ΞH is populated by the (K−,K+) reaction on a 7Li target.
This process to produce 5

ΛΛH would be very promising if
an intense K− beam becomes available.

The authors thank Dr. H. Nemura and Prof. M. Kohno for
valuable discussions. One of the authors (Khin Swe Myint)
wishes to express her gratitude towards the “Japan Society for
Promotion of Science” (JSPS) for the fellowship grant during
her stay in KEK, Japan where this work has been performed.
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states into the diagonal !! interaction through the G-matrix
procedure, and only low-lying "N states are treated explic-
itly in our model space. In the cases of !!

5 H and !!
5 He, there

appears the particular low-lying #+" configuration. Then,
the intermediate nucleon is strongly bound in the # particle.
Such an intermediate state is forbidden by the Pauli principle
for a nucleon in the case of !!

6 He: Low-lying "N states
coupled to the !! state are #+"+N configurations, in
which N (and, probably, also ") lies in continuum. Energy
differences of these intermediate "N states from the !!
ground state are substantially greater than that for the #+"
configuration. Similar contributions from 3H!He"+N+"
continuum configurations occur also in !!

5 H !!!
5 He". In prin-

ciple, it would be reasonable to take into account the con-
tinuum configurations in !!

6 He as well as in !!
5 H !!!

5 He".
In our single-channel approximation for !!

6 He, however,
the “diagonal” !! potential fitted to the experimental bind-
ing energy incorporates effectively contributions from "N
intermediate states in which the nucleon is outside from the
1s shell. The reasons to justify our procedure are as follows:
First, such contributions are expected to be small enough due
to large energy differences and small overlaps of wave func-
tions of the !! bound state and "N continuum states. Sec-
ond, these contributions in the cases of !!

6 He and !!
5 H

!!!
5 He" are supposed to be roughly equal to each other and,
therefore, to be simulated well by the diagonal !! interac-
tion. Being simplified, our approach enables us to avoid un-
certainties arising from a treatment of the coupling in !!

6 He.
If the coupling contribution to the binding energy of !!

6 He
is comparable to that from the diagonal !! potential, our

results may be less reliable quantitatively. However, there is
no reason to expect that the main effect (difference of the
couplings in !!

5 H and !!
5 He) can disappear even in this un-

favorable case. It should be emphasized that the coupling in
!!
6 He anyway deserves further careful study by itself.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we discuss the results obtained with Isle-type
hyperon-nucleus potentials.
In Table III, $B!!!!!

5 H" and $B!!!!!
5 He" calculated in

the single-channel approximation without the coupling are
presented. Since all the diagonal !! potentials are fitted to
$B!!!!!

6 He"=1.0 MeV, they give also values close to each
other for $B!!!!!

5 He"=0.58–0.63 MeV and $B!!!!!
5 He"

=0.65–0.69 MeV. It is seen that even without the coupling,
$B!!!!!

5 H"−$B!!!!!
5 H"%0. This nonzero difference was

first obtained in the five-body calculation [27] and then con-
firmed and explained in Ref. [40]. The origin of this differ-
ence is charge symmetry breaking !N interaction. Since
B!!!

4 He"−B!!!
4 H"%0, ! hyperons in !!

5 He move closer to
the center and, therefore, closer to each other than in !!

5 H.
So they attract each other somewhat stronger in !!

5 He than in
!!
5 H [40]. This difference is less than 0.1 MeV (whereas the
difference in the B! values in the corresponding single-!
hypernuclei is about 0.3 MeV) if the !! attraction is com-
patible with Nagara event and can be greater for stronger !!
attraction, but not greater than several tenths of MeV [40]. It
is seen that the coupling effect increases the difference con-
siderably (columns labeled cc in Table III, corresponding to
the Xa1 potential).
In Fig. 1(a), $B!! values obtained from the full calcula-

tion with various Isle-type "# potentials are shown as func-
tions of volume integral #V!!,"N!r"d3r.
It is seen that the coupling effect is anyway meaningful

and may be rather high. Even with moderate "# potential
Xa1, full $B!! is more than twice as large as the single-
channel value for strong coupling interactions. For the
NHC-F model, the difference $B!!!!!

5 He"−$B!!!!!
5 H" is

about 0.4 MeV. For the strongest "# potential Xa2,
$B!!!!!

5 He" can reach 2.3 MeV [recall that $B!!!!!
6 He"

=1.0 MeV]. Even for zero "# potential Xa0, $B!!!!!
5 He"

can exceed $B!!!!!
6 He" as has been pointed out in Ref.

[19].

TABLE III. Single-channel (sc) and coupled-channel (cc) $B!!

values in MeV calculated from Eq. (3) with B!!!
4 H"=1.25 MeV

and B!!!
4 H"=1.53 MeV for various potential models. In the

coupled-channel calculation, the Xa1 potential is used.

Model $B!!!!!
5 H" $B!!!!!

5 He"
sc cc sc cc

NHC-D 0.63 0.72 0.69 0.84
NSC97f 0.62 0.79 0.68 0.95
NSC97e 0.63 0.85 0.69 1.05
NSC89 0.58 0.97 0.65 1.25
NHC-F 0.58 1.16 0.65 1.55

FIG. 1. $B!! (a) and " admixture probabili-
ties p" (b) as functions of volume integral
#V!!,"Nd3r in !!

5 H and !!
5 He for "# Isle-type

potentials Xa1 (crosses), Xa2 (circles), and Xa0
(diamonds) and the Isle-type !-core potentials.
Solid !!!

5 He" and dashed !!!
5 H" lines are drawn

as a guide for eyes. Diagonal !! and coupling
!! -"N potentials are (from left to right)
NHC-D, NSC97f, NSC97e, NSC89, and NHC-F.
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◆ Many theoretical calculations support the existence of 
bound 5ΛΛH. 

◆ caveat: the ΛΛ interaction might be too strong so as to 
account for  the “old” binding energy of 6ΛΛHe. 

◆ The comparison of the ΛΛ bond energy between 5ΛΛH 
and 6ΛΛHe will be very important.

�6

506 I.N. Filikhin, A. Gal / Nuclear Physics A 707 (2002) 491–509

Fig. 4. Incremental binding energies !B"" calculated for A = 5,6 in a three-body model. !B""(A = 5) is
relative to the (2J + 1) average of the ( 4"H, 4"He) levels of Table 4.

A nearly linear correlation appears between !B""(A = 6) and !B""(A = 5), as shown
in Fig. 4. Judging by the slope of the straight lines prevailing over most of the interval
shown in the figure, the "" interaction is more effective in binding 6

""He than binding
either one of the A = 5 "" hypernuclei. For this range of mass values, the heavier the
nuclear core is—the larger !B"" is (except for a vanishingly weak V"" where the trend
is opposite), implying that no saturation is yet reached. Within such three-body models
!B"" appears to get saturated already about A = 10, judging by the slope of the three-
body calculation straight line of Fig. 3. However, the special four-body cluster structure
of 10

""Be reverses this trend of saturation, apparently delaying it into somewhat heavier
species (for considerably heavier nuclear cores!B"" should start occasionally decreasing
slowly to zero with A).
We have already compared our calculations, discussing Tables 5, 6, 7, with those of

Ref. [14]. In Table 8 we also added a comparison with the calculations of Ref. [15]. Their
!B"" values are incredibly higher everywhere than ours, and this holds also for their
ND-type calculation of 5"He.

4. Summary

In this work we studied light "" hypernuclear systems which may be described in
terms of few-cluster systems and treated by solving the three-body Faddeev and four-body
Faddeev–Yakubovsky s-wave differential equations. For 10

""Be, the Faddeev–Yakubovsky
solution of the αα"" problem given here is the first one of its kind. We estimate an error
of about 0.5 MeV due to limiting the 10

""Be calculation to s waves. Our calculation yields
more binding for 10

""Be than that produced by most of the previous calculations, wherever
comparison is meaningful. In particular, a fairly large value of!B"" ∼ 1.5 MeV survives
in the limit V"" → 0 owing to the αα structure of the 8Be core. Our calculation confirms,

I.N. Filikhin and A. Gal, Nucl. Phys. A 707, 491 (2002)

binding energy due to the full, spin-dependent calculation.
Finally, we commented on the size expected for the

!!-"N mixing effect in these light !! hypernuclei. For
models such as NSC97e which are close to describing well
the !! interaction as deduced from B!!(!!

6 He), we have
argued that the !!-"N coupling effect should not exceed
0.2 MeV in !!

6 He, and a similar order of magnitude is ex-
pected for this and other medium effects in the A!5 !!
hypernuclei. For comparison with the better studied S!"1
sector, we mention the 0#-1# binding-energy difference in
!
4 He, calculated recently by Akaishi et al. #26$using a simu-
lation of model NSC97e with and without including the pow-
erful !N"%N coupling which arises primarily from one-
pion exchange. Compared to the 0.57 MeV effect of the
!N-%N coupling which these authors calculated, we antici-
pate a considerably smaller effect for the light !! hypernu-
clei considered in the present work, due to strange-meson

exchange which underlies the !!-"N coupling in !! hy-
pernuclei. Further work on !!-"N mixing is necessary in
order to tell whether or not the above argument is supported
by a solid calculation.
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APPENDIX

The expression for the integral operator h(l ,(!l!
L)* is well

known #14$. For particles of unequal masses this function
has the form

h(l ,(!l!
L)* &+ ,+!'!&" 'L#l!&2(!#1 '&2l!#1 '#&2(!'!&2l!'!&2(#1 '&2l#1 '$1/2

$ ,
(1#(2!(!

l1#l2!l!

sin(1#l1+ cos(2#l2+

sin(!+!cosl!+!

C)*
(1#l2S)*

(2#l1

#&2(1'!&2(2'!&2l1'!&2l2'!$1/2
,
("l"

&2("#1 '&2l"#1 '! (1 l1 ("

0 0 0 "

$! (2 l2 l"
0 0 0 " ,

k!0
&" 'k&2k#1 'Pk&t '! k (" (

0 0 0 " ! k l" l
0 0 0 " # l ( L

(" l" k $ # (1 (2 (!

l1 l2 l!
(" l" L

$ , &A1'

in terms of Legendre polynomials and 3 j , 6 j , and 9 j sym-
bols. The index k runs in Eq. &A1' from zero to ((!#l!
#(#l)/2. The C)* , S)* , and cos2+! are defined in the
main text. For zero total orbital angular momentum L!0
((!l ,(!!l!), all the summations in the expression above
may be carried out to obtain a simpler expression of the form

hll!
)*&+ ,+!'!&" ' l#l!!&2l#1 '&2l!#1 'Pl&t 'Pl!&t!',

&A2'

where

t!!
"cos&2+'#&C)*

2 "S)*
2 'cos&2+!'

2C)*S)*sin&2+!'
&A3'

is the cosine of the angle between the vectors u)! and v)! .
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From an experimental point of view
◆ Two-body pionic decay  possible 

cf.  

◆ No excited state in the daughter hypernucleus  
cf. 

◆ Remarkably high momentum of decay pion 

‣ All but           are excluded 
from the region of interest 

◆ How to produce              , and 
how to distinguish it from          ?

�7

6
ΛΛHe → 6

ΛLi + π− → 5
ΛHe + p + π−

4
ΛΛH → 4

ΛHe(*) + π−

E Yamamoto et al . /Nuclear Physics A 625 (1997) 107-142 131 
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Fig. 8. A-A binding energy ABAA v e r s u s  discrete pion momenta q~r- (solid lines), which are expected 
for the two-body 7r- decays of the AA-hypernuclei produced after the compound state formation reac- 

8 * 8 * tion 9Be(K-,  K + ) ---+ I aa He 'AA H ]compound +N. The vertical dashed lines indicate the characteristic pion 
momenta known for the two-body ~ -  decays of light single-A hypemuclei, with the numbers being monochro- 
matic q~r in MeV/c. In the figure are also included the continuum but very sharp pions from the three-body 
decays of A rile and 5,He (AqTr "~ 0.45 MeV/c and 1.7 MeV/c, respectively). 

AZ ~ (AzI-Jr-TT2, A-IAZt + N-+-~2) , AA 
a'7t  > ( A'z/t  A'--I z l l  a -- + ¢ r l ,  + N + ~ r j ) .  

(4.6) 
(4.7) 

In the process of Eqs. (4.6)-(4.7), we are concerned with the weak decays of single-A 
hypernuclei of 3'4H, 4'5'6~7He and 7Li in addition to the five double-A hypernuclei. The 
employed decay modes of them will be listed in Table 8. 

On the basis of the experimental A binding energies B(A 1) o f  these single-A hyper- 
nuclei, we display in Fig. 8 the monochromatic 7r- momenta which comes from the 
definite two-body decays, respectively. On the other hand, the single-A binding energy 
/~A in a double-A hypernucleus aAz is defined with the A-A bond energy ABAA by 

B A (  A A Z )  = B A (  A - 1 z )  EXP -Jr- ABAA . (4.8) 

Here  BA wi thou t  t i lde refers to the A binding energy in the s ingle-A hypernucleus.  
Then,  the m o n o c h r o m a t i c  pion m o m e n t u m  q is given as a funct ion o f  ABAA based on 
the e n e r g y - m o m e n t u m  relation: 

q2 
M a  - B 4  = M N  -- BN(.t') + ~ + O.)q, wq = ~ q- q2 , (4 .9)  

Y. Yamamoto, M. Wakai, T. Motoba and T. Fukuda, Nucl. Phys. A 625, 107 (1997)

5
ΛΛH → 5

ΛHe + π−

5
ΛΛH

4
ΛH

4
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�8Production of double-Λ hypernuclei

⌅�

K�
K+

⌅�

K�
K+

K+

K�

⌅�

K+

K�

⇤⇤

Ξ− capture at rest Quasi-free Ξ− rescattering

Direct production Ξ-hypernuclear decay

[emulsion exp.] 
Danysz et al., 
KEK-PS E176, E373 
J-PARC E07

[counter exp.] 
BNL-AGS E885, E906 
cf. PA̅NDA (p̅p→Ξ−Ξ+)

BNL-AGS E906

BNL-AGS E885 
planned at J-PARC (K1.8+”S-2S”)
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�9Production of double-Λ hypernuclei

⌅�

K�
K+

Ξ− capture at rest
[emulsion exp.] 
Danysz et al., 
KEK-PS E176, E373 
J-PARC E07

[counter exp.] 
BNL-AGS E885, E906 
cf. PA̅NDA (p̅p→Ξ−Ξ+)

DOUBLE-! HYPERNUCLEI OBSERVED IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 88, 014003 (2013)
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EmulsionScintillating 
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500µm gel

D-BlockU-Block

Emulsion

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the experimental setup around the
(K−, K+) reaction target.

(20 [x] × 20 [y] × 35 [z (beam direction)] mm3) as the target
[16]. The experimental setup around the target is schematically
shown in Fig. 1.

The SciFi-Bundle detector sandwiched between the dia-
mond target and the emulsion stack measured the position
and angle of each "− hyperon with a high precision. The
positions and angles of the "− hyperons at the surface
of the first emulsion plate (thin plate) were thus provided.
Under a microscope, first we identified the tracks of "−

hyperons detected with the SciFi-Bundle detector in the thin
plate, and then followed the tracks to their end points in the
emulsion plates. The production of a double-! hypernucleus
and its decay were searched for around the end points. The
hybrid system of the SciFi-Bundle detector and emulsion was
described in detail by Ichikawa et al. [17]. We searched for the
tracks of "− hyperons in the emulsion using a fully automated
scanning system and followed each identified track using
semiautomated scanning system (See details in Ref. [18]).

Scintillating fiber (SciFi) detectors, U-Block and D-Block,
were placed both upstream and downstream of the emulsion
stack. If a daughter track originating from the decay of a
hypernucleus escaped from the emulsion stack, the track could
be still observed in the U-Block and/or D-Block. Thus we
could measure the range and identify the particle for the
track to kinematically reconstruct the event. The detail of the
performance of the SciFi detectors is described in Ref. [19].

In the experiment, we followed about 2 × 104 candidate
tracks of "− hyperons, and found nearly 103 stopping vertices
with charged daughter tracks in the emulsion. Among them,
sequential decays with three vertices were found in seven
events. Although we were not able to reconstruct three events

because some tracks were difficult to be seen clearly, the !-!
interaction can be discussed on four events with nuclear species
in the following section.

The detail of the experiment can be seen in Refs. [8]
and [18].

III. DOUBLE-! HYPERNUCLEAR EVENTS

A. Nagara event

In the recent PDG results [13], a huge amount of data
from an experiment was taken into account for the mass of
the "− hyperon, where other old data were not used for its
compilation. The mass value was adopted to be 1321.71 ±
0.07 MeV/c2 which was 0.40 MeV/c2 heavier than the old
one of 1321.31 ± 0.13 MeV/c2. This mass change of the "−

hyperon requires revision of the values of B!! and #B!!

obtained from the vertex of "− hyperon capture, i.e., the
production point of the double-! hypernucleus in the Nagara
event. In this chapter, although interpretation of the Nagara
event has not been changed from the previous paper [8],
numerical values are presented for revision.

A picture and schematic drawing of the event are shown in
Fig. 2.

Three charged particles (tracks 1, 2, and 3) were emitted
from "− hyperon stopping vertex A, and one of them (1)
decayed into three charged particles (4, 5, and 6) at vertex B.
At the end point of track 4 (vertex C), it was associated with
two charged particles (7 and 8).

Since there were typographical errors in the data of lengths
and angles of the tracks in the previous paper [8], they are listed
with correction in Table I. Coplanarities calculated for the three
tracks emitted from vertices A and B are again well presented
to be −0.002 ± 0.030 and 0.003 ± 0.013, respectively.

Since the mass value of the "− hyperon was changed, we
applied kinematic analysis to the production vertex A in the
same manner as in the previous paper [8]. The results are
presented in Table II. In the table, the modes with #B!! −
B"− < 20 MeV are listed.

Even if the mass value of the "− hyperon were changed,
the results of the kinematic analysis could not be changed for
all possible decay modes at vertex B from the previous results.
Very recently, the binding energy of a ! hyperon in 7

!He was

10 µ

10
µ

#6
#5

#7

#3
#2

#8

#1

C

B
A

Ξ-
#4

FIG. 2. Photograph and schematic drawing of the Nagara event.
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ground state production is Tn!11.3 MeV"10 MeV
"!B"" and is equal to 25.8 MeV for ! B""!4.5 MeV.
The expected width of the monoenergetic neutron peak is

determined by the neutron detector energy resolution. The
neutron detector energy resolution and efficiency were cal-
culated in Monte Carlo simulation. It was found that the
shape of the peak in the ##1 spectrum was close to being
Gaussian for monoenergetic neutrons. For the nominal value
of expected neutron kinetic energy Tn!11.3 MeV(##1

!6.5), the neutron energy resolution was 0.16 units of
##1(0.57 MeV). The neutron detection efficiency, calcu-
lated using the DEMONS code $9%was 6.1% at this energy.
Our Monte Carlo prediction of the neutron energy resolution
was found to agree with the measured energy resolution at a
kinetic energy Tn!18 MeV, determined using neutrons
from &" decays at rest $12%.
To find the number of monoenergetic neutrons for a par-

ticular neutron ##1, the neutron spectrum was fit to the
background template plus a Gaussian peak of the corre-
sponding known width with the centroid at that value of
##1. The background template scaling factor and Gaussian
peak scaling factor were the two parameters of the fit. The
number of events in the peak represents the best fit value for
the number of monoenergetic neutrons from the neutron-
emission channel of double-" hypernuclear formation. The
corresponding 90% confidence level interval was then found
using the ordering principle described by Feldman and Cous-
ins $15%. The best fit value and the lower and upper bound-
aries of the confidence interval were then converted to
branching ratios using b!n/'(##1)(N , where N is the
background-subtracted number of events )52780*, '(##1) is
the neutron detection efficiency corresponding to that ##1

)6.1% for ##1!6.5), and ( is the +# stopping probability
)31.7%*.
The fit procedure was repeated for a range of values of

##1 in order to obtain results as a function of ##1. The
results for the branching ratio are shown in Fig. 3. The
dashed curve was found from the best fit value for the num-
ber of neutrons in a peak, and the shaded region is the 90%
confidence band. The size of the interval is determined by
the number of +# stops, the magnitude of the background
and the best fit for the number of events in the hypothesized
monoenergetic neutron peak found in the fit. The expected
neutron energy given by Eq. )2*, for ! B""!0, is indicated
by an arrow and the corresponding upper limit at this point is

3.3%. The difference between the nominal and the actual
value of B"" determines the actual neutron energy. It is ex-
pected to be within ,4 MeV from the central value and no
signal is observed in this region. )The discrepancies with the
background template near ##1!3 lies outside the region of
interest.* Our upper limits, which are below 4% over most
the region corresponding to the expected neutron energy, do
not contradict the Yamada and Ikeda prediction of a 1.48%
neutron emission branching fraction spread over several
states which lie in the continuum $7%.
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FIG. 3. The branching ratio for double-" hypernuclear forma-
tion via neutron emission (+#, 12C)atom→ ""

12 B"n as a function of
the neutron ##1. The dashed curve shows the branching ratio ob-
tained from the best fit value for the number of neutrons in the peak.
The shaded band indicates the 90% confidence level interval for the
branching ratio. The arrow indicates the expected neutron energy,
with the assumptions described in the text. The bar shows the range
of neutron ##1 which corresponds to #4 MeV$! B""$
"4 MeV.
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ΛΛB + n
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entries in the neutron spectrum after the missing-mass cut,
respectively. These are all functions of the missing-mass cut
value. Using the stopping probability as predicted by Monte
Carlo simulation, it was found that the missing-mass cut
value of 11.637 GeV/c2 maximizes Q, and this value was
used to select events for the search of a monoenergetic neu-
tron peak. For 12C(K!,K")X events with missing mass be-
low 11.637 GeV/c2, 31.7% of the !!’s were estimated to
stop and form (!!, 12C) atoms. A total of 54 150 events
survived the missing-mass cut. Extrapolating the background
in the nonphysical region of the missing-mass spectrum into
the accepted region by assuming a flat background suggests
that 1370 of the accepted events were background. The
missing-mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 with the cut value
shown by the arrow.
The neutron background shape was determined from the

neutron spectrum of events with missing mass greater than
11.65 GeV/c 2, shown in Fig. 2"a#. The events are shown as
a function of the inverse of the measured normalized neutron
velocity, $#v /c , so that random accidental hits would ap-
pear as a flat background. The number of !! stops for the
events in the higher missing-mass region is negligible and
most neutrons in this data set are assumed to originate from
the capture of !! decay-chain pions by nuclei. The neutron
background spectrum was fit with a polynomial and the re-
sult, after appropriate scaling, was used as a background
template for the neutron spectrum after the missing-mass cut.
The neutron spectrum, after optimizing the missing-mass cut
to maximize Q, is shown in Fig. 2"b#along with the scaled
background template. It can be seen that the template shape
provides a good description of the neutron spectrum for these
events. Thus, the background in the neutron spectrum for the
optimizing missing-mass cut is accounted for by using a
scaled template of the neutron background obtained from the
set of events which have a negligible !! stopping probabil-
ity. "The neutron spectrum for $!1 from 1 to 3 shows a
small dependence on the missing-mass cut. Similar effects
have been seen in previous experiments involving stopping
!! hyperons and are believed to be due, in part, to the
stopping particles creating delayed nuclear % rays &12,13'.#

For (!!, 12C)atom→ ((
12 B"n the (1s(1p() states are ex-

pected to be the most populated &5', with the nuclear core in
the ground state or at low excitation energy. The binding
energy of the ground state ( in (

11B is 10.24 MeV &14'.
Taking the binding energy of the ( in the 1p state to be 10
MeV less than the binding energy of the ( in the ground
state and assuming a ground state nuclear core gives, in the
weak coupling limit,

M
((
12 B#M10B"2 M(!10.24 MeV!0.24 MeV!)B(( .

"1#

Neglecting recoil corrections and the binding energy of the
!! in its atomic orbital, the kinetic energy of the neutron is

Tn#11.3 MeV")B(( . "2#

So the expected neutron energy is in the neighborhood of
11.3 MeV($!1#6.5). Assuming a range between !4 "re-
pulsion#to 4 MeV "attraction#for ) B(( , the neutron en-
ergy should be between 7.3 and 15.3 MeV. Note that this
) B(( is for the (1s(1p() configuration and is different
from the ) B(( for the (1s(1s() configuration found in
emulsion experiments. There are indications from the emul-
sion experiments that the latter might be 4 to 5 MeV, and the
former is most likely considerably smaller due to the smaller
overlap of the ( wave functions. The neutron energy for the

FIG. 1. Missing mass "background subtracted# for
K!(12C,K")!!X . Events whose missing mass is less than the cut
value, indicated by the arrow, have a high !! probability of stop-
ping in the diamond target and were used in this analysis.

FIG. 2. "a#Neutron spectrum with de optimized cuts "very low
sensitivity#shown fitted with a polynomial which is used for the
background template. "b#Neutron spectrum with optimized cuts
"maximum sensitivity#, shown with the scaled background tem-
plate. The horizontal axis is $!1#c/v .
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ters. The reconstructed mass spectrum of outgoing
particles, constructed from the measured momentum,

Ž .path length, and time-of-flight, is shown in Fig. 1 a .
Ž y q.Background in the K ,K data sample was re-

duced by application of a series of cuts in the
ˇparticle track reconstruction and Cerenkov counter

pulse heights. The missing mass for each event
which passed these cuts was calculated and used to
produce the excitation-energy spectrum of the 11Bq

y Ž .J system shown in Fig. 1 b . This spectrum is
equivalent to a missing-mass spectrum whose origin
is moved to the threshold for the production of
Jyq11B. A more detailed description of the spec-
trometer and data analysis can be found in Refs.
w x11,15 . We note the resolution function of the miss-
ing mass was found to be single-Gaussian with a

Ž . w xwidth of 6.1 MeV r.m.s. 14.4 MeV FWHM 15 .
The negative region of the resulting excitation-en-
ergy spectrum is free from the large population of
the quasi-free Jy production, and thus can be
investigated for signals of the production of double-L

Ž12 .hypernuclei Be andror the H-dibaryon. A po-LL

tential peak position could be used to determine the
binding energy.
We first consider the search for a signal of the

direct production of double-L hypernuclei through
12 Ž y q.12 )the reaction C K ,K Be . The ground state asLL

well as the excited states are included in ‘‘ 12 Be) ’’LL

Ž .Fig. 1. a : Reconstructed mass spectrum of outgoing particles.
Ž . 11 yb : Excitation-energy spectrum of the B q J system. The
origin corresponds to the energy threshold of 11Bq Jy. Thresh-
olds of 10Beq2L and 11BeqL, and the expected location of theL

ground state of 12 Be are also indicated.LL

as final states of the reaction. Since the double-L
hypernuclear states are expected to be much nar-
rower than our experimental resolution, 6.1 MeV
r.m.s., the resultant peak should be Gaussian with a
width equal to our experimental resolution. Bound
states of 12 Be are below the energy threshold ofLL
10Beq2L which lies 17 MeV below that of 11Bq
Jy. No distinct peaks were seen in the bound region

12 Ž .of Be as shown in Fig. 1 b . Since the energyLL

threshold of 11BeqL production would be at theL
11 y Ž .B q J excitation energy E of y27 MeVex
assuming the L binding energy to be 10 MeV,
continuum states of this process could contribute to
the events in E ) y27 MeV. For the events inex
E -y27 MeV, they are mostly considered to beex
background caused by particle misidentification, se-
vere tracking errors, etc, which was established to be

Ž .flat 0.75 eventsr10 MeV-wide bin in the region
w xE Ry100 MeV 15 . The number of events leak-ex

Ž .ing from E ) y27 MeV including positive Eex ex
due to the limited resolution was estimated to be one.
When considering above background, there seems to
be a slightly larger event density in the 11B q Jy

Ž .excitation energy E of y40 MeV -E - y27ex ex
MeV compared to the further negative region. If
these events were due to double-L hypernuclei, the
production cross section would be 2.2"1.2 nbrsr
for the total bound states below the 11BeqL energyL

threshold after subtracting the expected background
estimated above. However, we have no additional
information available to positively identify the source
of these events. Therefore we have set a 90% C.L.
upper limit on the direct-production cross section
of 12 Be as a function of the binding energy of 2L’s,LL

Ž 12 .10B s M q2M yM , as shown in Fig. 2.LL Be L BeLL

To avoid making assumptions regarding the shape of
the background spectrum, no events were subtracted
as background. This was done to produce the most
conservative results for the upper limits. The Kq

scattering angle was averaged over u q-148 in theK
laboratory frame. The upper limit was calculated by
counting the events within"s from the center of an
assumed peak in the excitation energy spectrum, then
using Poisson statistics to determine the correspond-
ing upper limit with 90% C.L. The results were then
normalized by the known cross section of Jy pro-

w xduction on hydrogen, 35 mbrsr 16 . The difference
of the acceptance and detection efficiencies between

( )K. Yamamoto et al.rPhysics Letters B 478 2000 401–407404

Fig. 2. 90% C.L. upper limits on the direct-production cross
12 Ž y q . 12 )section of C K ,K Be as a function of the bindingLL

Ž .energy of 2L’s in the nucleus B and the excitation energy ofLL
11BqJy. The expected location of the ground state is indicated.

double-L hypernuclear production and Jy produc-
tion was taken into account. The details of this

w xnormalization process are described in Ref. 15 . If
the L-L interaction energy is assumed to be 5 MeV

w xattractive as previously reported 2–4,17 , the signal
of the ground state would appear at B s 25 MeV.LL

The upper limit determined in this region is 6 to 8
nbrsr, compared to 10 nbrsr for a 10 MeV excita-
tion.
The production of double-L hypernuclei has been

16 Ž ycalculated by Baltz, Dover and Millener for O K ,
q. 16 ) w xK C 18 . Their model is based on a two-stepLL

Ž y 0. Ž 0 q.process, p K ,p L followed by p p ,K L in
the same nucleus. A forward-angle cross section of a
few nbrsr was predicted for the high spin states, up

yŽ .to 9 nbrsr for 3 s p at zero degree, for a 1.1L L

GeVrc Ky beam. To estimate the change in the
cross section corresponding to the change in the
incident Ky momentum from 1.1 GeVrc to 1.8
GeVrc, we first note that the forward cross section
for the first step, KN pL, increases by a factor of
three while the corresponding cross section for the
second step, pN KL, decreases by about the same

w xfactor 19,20 . The recoil momentum for the first
step remains approximately unchanged while the re-
coil momentum for the second step decreases as the
p momentum is increased; thus the sticking proba-
bility should be enhanced. Therefore one can expect
the cross section of the direct double-L hypernuclear
production for the 1.8 GeVrc Ky beam to be of

roughly the same magnitude as that for 1.1 GeVrc
y w xK ’s. Also, Dover et al. 21 pointed out the mixing
of J and double-L hypernuclear states would intro-
duce an amplitude for direct one-step double-L hy-
pernuclear production. Their estimates indicate an
amplitude comparable to that of the two-step pro-
cess. Although the contribution to the cross section
strongly depends on the mixing phase which is cur-
rently unknown, an enhanced cross section for dou-
ble-L hypernuclear production is possible in the case
of a favorable mixing phase. Our experimental upper
limit is comparable to the theoretical calculation
based on the two-step process and can rule out a
large enhancement of double-L hypernuclear produc-
tion due to the mixing of J and double-L hypernu-
clear states.
The production of the H-dibaryon could occur via
Ž y q.the K ,K reaction on two protons in a nucleus:

y Ž . qK q pp K qH. A peak structure in the miss-
ing-mass spectrum would be expected, similar to the

w x 3peak predicted by Aerts and Dover 23 for the He
3 Ž y q.target reaction: He K ,K Hn. The peak would be

well-separated from that of the quasi-free Jy pro-
duction if the H is sufficiently light. In order to
compare the data and theory, we have performed a
theoretical calculation of the H production in
12 Ž y q. 10 )C K ,K Hq Be in terms of the cross section
and the expected peak based on the scenario of Aerts

w x yand Dover 23 ; a virtual J is created off a proton
Ž y q. yvia the p K ,K J reaction and fuses with a

second proton to form the H. Their original calcula-
tion for the 3He target was adapted for 12C by
assuming that only proton pairs in the relative 1S0
state contribute to H production and the residual
10Be would behave as a spectator. The wave func-
tions of two protons and a neutron in 3He were just
replaced with those of two protons and a 10Be in 12C
to estimate the cross section for one proton pair; the
wave functions were determined from the charge
distribution of a 12C nucleus. Other parts of the
calculation were unchanged from Aerts and Dover’s
framework so as to remove the theoretical ambiguity.

w xThis is the method adopted by Ahn et al. 10 . A
calculation based on angular momentum algebra
gives 3.17 1S proton-pairs in 12C. The absorption of0
incoming and outgoing kaons in a 12C nucleus was
also considered. Experimentally, this effect was de-

Ž y q.rived by comparing the K ,K cross sections on
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Fig. 1. Diagrams for DCX nuclear (K −, K +) reactions: (a) a two-step mechanism,
K − p → π0Λ followed by π0 p → K +Λ, and (b) a one-step mechanism, K − p →
K +Ξ− via Ξ− doorways caused by the Ξ− p–ΛΛ coupling.

sition, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The Ξ N–ΛΛ coupling induces the
Ξ− admixture and the ΛΛ energy shift $BΛΛ ≡BΛΛ( A

ΛΛZ) −
2BΛ(A−1

ΛZ) in the ΛΛ-nuclear states [10–14], and its coupling
strength is also related to widths of Ξ -hypernuclear states [15,
16]. For a viewpoint of S = −2 studies, it is very important to
extract quantitative information concerning the Ξ N–ΛΛ coupling
from spectroscopy of the Ξ and ΛΛ hypernuclei [17,18].

In this Letter, we study theoretically production of a doubly
strange hypernucleus in the DCX (K −, K +) reaction on an 16O
target at pK − = 1.8 GeV/c and θlab = 0◦ within a distorted-wave
impulse approximation (DWIA). Thus we focus on the ΛΛ–Ξ
spectrum for 16

ΛΛC and 16
Ξ− C in the Ξ− bound region consider-

ing the one-step mechanism, K − p → K +Ξ− via Ξ− doorways
caused by the Ξ N–ΛΛ coupling in the nuclear (K −, K +) reaction,
rather than the two-step mechanism as K − p → π0Λ followed by
π0 p → K +Λ [7,8]. These different mechanisms are well separated
kinematically. The forward cross section for the K − p → K +Ξ−

elementary process is at its maximum at pK − = 1.8–1.9 GeV/c,
whereas the K −p → π0Λ reaction at pK − = 1.1 GeV/c leads
to the maximal cross section for the π0 p → K +Λ process. The
present study is the first attempt to evaluate a production spec-
trum of the ΛΛ–Ξ hypernucleus via the Ξ N–ΛΛ coupling from
the inclusive (K −, K +) reaction, and to extract the Ξ− admixture
probability in the ΛΛ hypernucleus from the spectrum. We also
discuss a contribution of the two-step processes in the (K −, K +)
reactions within the eikonal approximation.

2. Calculations

Let us consider the DCX (K −, K +) reaction on the 16O target at
1.8 GeV/c within a DWIA and examine the production cross sec-
tions and wave functions of the doubly strange hypernucleus. To
fully describe the one-step process via Ξ− doorways, as shown in
Fig. 1(b), we perform nuclear ΛΛ–Ξ coupled-channel calculations
[13,14], which are assumed to effectively represent the coupling
nature in omitting other ΛΣ and ΣΣ channels for simplicity. Here
we employ a multichannel coupled wave function of the ΛΛ–Ξ
nuclear state for a total spin J B within a weak coupling basis. It is
written as

!!Ψ J B

" 16
ΛΛ–Ξ C

#$

=
%

J J ′′ j1 j2

&&
Φ J

"14C
#
,ϕ(Λ)

j1
(rΛ1)

'
J ′′ ,ϕ

(Λ)
j2

(rΛ2)
'

J B

+
%

J J ′ jp j3

&
Φ J ′

"15N
#
,ϕ(Ξ−)

j3
(rΞ )

'
J B

(1)

with Φ J ′ (
15N) = A[Φ J (

14C),ϕ(p)
jp

(r p)] J ′ , where rΛ1 (rp) denotes

the relative coordinate between the 14C core-nucleus and the
Λ (proton), and rΛ2 (rΞ ) denotes the relative coordinate be-
tween the center of mass of the 14C–Λ (15N) subsystem and
the Λ (Ξ−). Thus ϕ(Λ)

j1,2
, ϕ(Ξ−)

j3
and ϕ(p)

jp
describe the relative

wave functions of shell model states (that occupy j1,2, j3 and
jp orbits) for the Λ, Ξ− and proton, respectively; Φ J (

14C) is a
wave function of the 14C core-nucleus state, and A is the anti-
symmetrized operator for nucleons. The energy difference between
15N + Ξ− and 14C + Λ + Λ channels is $M = M(15N) + mΞ− −
M(14C) − 2mΛ = 18.4 MeV, where M(15N), M(14C), mΞ− and mΛ

are masses of the 15N nucleus, the 14C nucleus, the Ξ− and Λ
hyperons, respectively. We take the 15N core-nucleus states with
Jπ = 1/2−(g.s.) and 3/2−(6.32 MeV), and the 14C core-nucleus
states with Jπ = 0+(g.s.) and 2+(7.01 MeV) that are given in
(0p−1

1/20p−1
1/2)0+ , (0p−1

3/20p−1
1/2)2+ and (0p−1

3/20p−1
3/2)0+,2+ configura-

tions on 16O(g.s.) [7,8]. Because we assume only natural-parity
π = (−1) J B states via Ξ− doorways that are selectively formed
by non-spin-flip processes in the forward K −p → K +Ξ− reaction,
we consider a spin S = 0, ΛΛ pair in the hypernucleus. If the ΛΛ
component is dominant in a bound state, we can identify it as a
state of the ΛΛ hypernucleus 16

ΛΛC, in which the Ξ− admixture
probability can be estimated by

PΞ− =
%

jp j3

(
ϕ(p)

jp
ϕ(Ξ−)

j3

!!ϕ(p)
jp

ϕ(Ξ−)
j3

$
, (2)

under the normalization of
%

j1 j2

(
ϕ(Λ)

j1
ϕ(Λ)

j2

!!ϕ(Λ)
j1

ϕ(Λ)
j2

$
+

%

jp j3

(
ϕ(p)

jp
ϕ(Ξ−)

j3

!!ϕ(p)
jp

ϕ(Ξ−)
j3

$
= 1.

After we set up the 15
ΛC and 15N configurations in our model

space with Eq. (1), we calculate the wave functions of ϕ(Λ)
j2

(rΛ2 )

and ϕ(Ξ−)
j3

(rΞ ) taking into account their channel coupling. Thus,
the complete Green’s function G(ω) [19] describes all informa-
tion concerning (15

ΛC⊗Λ)+(15N⊗Ξ−) coupled-channel dynamics,
as a function of the energy transfer ω. It is numerically obtained
as a solution of the N-channels radial coupled equations with a
hyperon–nucleus potential U [20,21], which is written in an ab-
breviated notation as

G(ω) = G(0)(ω) + G(0)(ω)U G(ω) (3)

with

G(ω) =
)

GΛ(ω) G X (ω)
G X (ω) GΞ (ω)

*
, U =

)
UΛ U X
U X UΞ

*
, (4)

where G(0)(ω) is a free Green’s function. In our calculations, for
example, we deal with N = 28 for the JπB = 1− state. The nuclear
optical potentials U Y (Y = Ξ or Λ) can be written as

U Y (r) = V Y f (r, R,a) + iW Y f
"
r, R ′,a′# + iW (D)

Y g
"
r, R ′,a′#, (5)

where f is the Woods–Saxon (WS) form, f (r, R,a) = [1 + exp((r −
R)/a)]−1, and g is the derivative of the WS form, g(r, R ′,a′) =
−4a′(d/dr) f (r, R ′,a′). The spin–orbit potentials are neglected. In
15N–Ξ− channels, we assume the strength parameter of VΞ =
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Fig. 3. Partial-wave decomposition of the calculated inclusive spectrum by the one-
step mechanism near the 14C + Λ + Λ threshold in the 16O(K −, K +) reaction
at 1.8 GeV/c (0◦). VΞ = −14 MeV and v0

Ξ N,ΛΛ = 500 MeV were used. The la-
bels 0+(s2

Λ), 1−(sΛ pΛ) and 2+(p2
Λ) denote the Jπ ΛΛ nuclear states of (0sΛ)2,

(0sΛ)(0pΛ) and (0pΛ)2 coupled with 14C(0+), respectively. The labels 2+(s2
Λ),

1−(2+ ⊗ sΛ pΛ) and 2+(2+ ⊗ p2
Λ) denote the states of (0sΛ)2, (0sΛ)(0pΛ) and

(0pΛ)2 coupled with 14C(2+), respectively.

such ΛΛ excited states below the 14C + Λ + Λ threshold will be
measured experimentally at the J-PARC facilities [3].

On the other hand, it is extremely difficult to populate the
0+ ground state with 14C(0+) ⊗ s2

Λ at ω ≃ 352.3 MeV (BΛΛ ≃
24.9 MeV) and also the 2+ excited state with 14C(2+) ⊗ s2

Λ at
ω ≃ 359.6 MeV (BΛΛ ≃ 17.5 MeV) in the one-step mechanism
via Ξ− doorways in the (K −, K +) reactions. The high momen-
tum transfer of qΞ ≃ 400 MeV/c necessarily leads to the non-
observability with %L = 0. Thus the integrated cross section of
the 0+ state is found to be about 0.02 nb/sr, of which the q de-
pendence is approximately governed by a factor of exp(− 1

2 (b̃qΞ )2)

where a size parameter b̃ = 1.84 fm. There is no production in the
2+ state with 14C(2+) ⊗ s2

Λ under the angular-momentum conser-
vation in the 16O(K −, K +) reactions by the one-step mechanism.
The contribution of these states to the ΛΛ spectrum in the one-
step mechanism is completely different from that in the two-step
mechanism as obtained in Refs. [7,8].

In the (K −, K +) reaction, ΛΛ hypernuclear states can be also
populated by the two-step mechanism, K −p → π0Λ followed by
π0 p → K +Λ [7–9], as shown in Fig. 1(a). Following the procedure
by Dover [7,9], a crude estimate can be obtained for the contribu-
tion of this two-step processes in the eikonal approximation using
a harmonic oscillator model. The cross section at 0◦ for quasielastic
ΛΛ production at pK − = 1.8 GeV/c in the two-step mechanism,
which is summed over all final state, is given [9] as

!

f

"dσ (2)
f

dΩL

#

0◦
≈2πξ

p2
π

$
1
r2

%"
α

dσ

dΩL

#K − p→π0Λ

0◦

×
"
α

dσ

dΩL

#π0 p→K +Λ

0◦
N pp

eff , (11)

where ξ = 0.022–0.019 mb−1 is a constant nature of the angular
distributions of the two elementary processes, pπ ≃ 1.68 GeV/c
is the intermediate pion momentum, and ⟨1/r2⟩ ≃ 0.028 mb−1

is the mean inverse-square radial separation of the proton pair.
N pp

eff ≃ 1 is the effective number of proton pairs including the nu-

clear distortion effects [7]. The elementary laboratory cross section
(αdσ /dΩL)0◦ is estimated to be 1.57–1.26 mb/sr for K − p → π0Λ
and 0.070–0.067 mb/sr for π0 p → K +Λ depending on the nuclear
medium corrections. This yields

!

f

"dσ (2)
f

dΩL

#

0◦
≃ 0.06–0.04 µb/sr, (12)

which is half smaller than ∼ 0.14 µb/sr at 1.1 GeV/c. Consider-
ing a high momentum transfer q ≃ 400 MeV/c in the (K −, K +)
reactions by comparison with the (π+, K +) reaction [39], we ex-
pect that the production probability for the ΛΛ bound states does
not exceed 1% in the quasielastic ΛΛ production, so that an es-
timate of the ΛΛ hypernucleus in the two-step mechanism may
be on the order of 0.1–1 nb/sr. This cross section is smaller than
the cross section for the ΛΛ 1− states we mentioned above in the
one-step mechanism. Consequently, we believe that the one-step
mechanism acts in a dominant process in the (K −, K +) reaction
at 1.8 GeV/c (0◦) when v0

Ξ N,ΛΛ = 400–600 MeV. This implies that
the (K −, K +) spectrum provides valuable information concerning
Ξ N–ΛΛ dynamics in the S = −2 systems such as ΛΛ and Ξ hy-
pernuclei, which are often discussed in a full coupling scheme [40].

4. Summary and conclusion

We have examined theoretically production of doubly strange
hypernuclei in the DCX 16O(K −, K +) reaction at 1.8 GeV/c within
DWIA calculations using coupled-channel Green’s functions. We
have shown that the Ξ− admixture in the ΛΛ hypernuclei plays
an essential role in producing the ΛΛ states in the (K −, K +) reac-
tion.

In conclusion, the calculated spectrum for the 16
Ξ− C and 16

ΛΛC
hypernuclei in the one-step mechanism K − p → K +Ξ− via Ξ−

doorways predicts promising peaks of the ΛΛ bound and excited
states in the 16O(K −, K +) reactions at 1.8 GeV/c (0◦). It has been
shown that the integrated cross sections for the significant 1− ex-
cited states in 16

ΛΛC are on the order of 7–12 nb/sr depending
on the Ξ N–ΛΛ coupling strength and also the attraction in the
Ξ–nucleus potential. The Ξ− admixture probabilities are on the
order of 5–9%. The sensitivity to the potential parameters indicates
that the nuclear (K −, K +) reactions have a high ability for the
theoretical analysis of precise wave functions in the ΛΛ and Ξ
hypernuclei. New information on ΛΛ–Ξ dynamics in nuclei from
the (K −, K +) data at J-PARC facilities [3] will bring the S = −2
world development in nuclear physics.
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p 1 p2 1 p2 about 64% of the time (the rest of the
time the final state includes neutral particles). An extensive
simulation of quasifree J2 production in the CDS was
carried out. The quasifree J2 events appear in our experi-
ment as two negative tracks in the CDS when the proton
is not detected, either because it is outside the geomet-
ric acceptance or, for low momentum J2’s, because it
never leaves the target. The events in which all three tracks
were detected were limited to about 800 in number, about
5% of the two p2 set (before applying cuts as described
above). They were analyzed to compare to our simula-
tion which includes the geometry and response of the CDS.
The shape comparison was satisfactory, and the simulated
spectrum magnitude was fixed by the three-track data. The
simulation then provided a reliable measure of the J2

background magnitude and shape in the two-track data.
Figure 2 contains a two-dimensional scatter plot of the

pion pair events, obtained as described above, binned in
3 MeV!c cells. The box size shown is proportional to the
cell population.

The pion spectrum will exhibit a sharp peak in a two-
body decay from a system at rest, or nearly at rest, such as
a double- or single-L hypernucleus. A correlated signal,
which appears as such a peak in both pion spectra, is in-
terpreted as a pair of single-L hypernuclei if the momenta
match known decays of single-L systems. It is regarded
as a candidate for a double-L hypernucleus when only one
of the lines matches a known decay momentum [2,10–13].
Figure 3, adapted from Ref. [2], indicates where known
single-L hypernuclear lines are expected as well as where
LL decay lines are anticipated as a function of the LL
pairing energy DBLL.

Inspection of the plot indicates two regions of event con-
centration; one near "104, 114# and one near "114, 133# in
the pion momentum axes. The right-hand side of the fig-

ure shows projections of the data regions in the indicated
bands of 12 MeV!c width (3s in CDS resolution) on the
PH and PL axes. Histogram I displays the higher momen-
tum pion distribution with the lower pion momentum be-
tween 97 and 109MeV!c, while II shows the lower pion
momentum distribution, with the upper pion cut between
107 and 119MeV!c. The event concentration projected
in I and II we attribute to 4

LLH as explained below, while
those projected in III and IV are attributed to the decays,

3
LH ! 3He 1 p2

L "114.3 MeV!c#, (1)
4
LH ! 4He 1 p2

H "132.9MeV!c#. (2)
The existence of these twin hypernuclei is evidence that

J2’s of appreciable kinetic energy are initiating reactions.
Also indicated in the projected spectra I to IV are the ap-
propriate backgrounds from quasifree J2 production, de-
termined from the three particle tracks as described above.
A clear excess of signal over J2 background is observed
in these spectra.

We direct attention to two structures in Fig. 2, a rela-
tively wide peak centered near 114 MeV!c in I, and the
correlated narrow low-momentum peak near 104 MeV!c
in II. The latter prominent peak has no clear explanation in
the literature. It is the conjunction of this feature with the
wide peak in I that points strongly to the existence of 4

LLH
in our data sample. The broadening near 114 MeV!cis at-
tributed to the presence of more than a single contribution
and the peak at 104 MeV!c to a particular decay mode of
the doubly strange hypernucleus. We develop this argu-
ment as follows.

Consider the following possible sequences, some of
which are combinations of single-L decays. The decay
momenta, known from emulsion experiments to typically
better than 1 MeV!c, are near those of the correlated
peaks. These are listed below as processes (3) and (4),
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FIG. 2. The momenta of pH and pL, in MeV!c, plotted against each other (left). The event concentration associated with the
4

LLH doubly strange hypernucleus is located near "114, 104#. The plots on the right, I and II, are projections on the y and the x axis,
respectively, with the indicated limits. The projections shown in III and IV are attributed to 4

LH and 3
LH. The overlayed curves for

I– IV are the measured quasifree J2-decay backgrounds, normalized to the expected number of such events in the data.

132504-3 132504-3

J.K. Ahn et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 132504 (2001)

9Be(K−, K+){Ξ− + 8Li*} ⟶ [ 8
ΛΛHe*] + n

⟶ [ 8
ΛΛH*] + p

Theory

“double-Λ compound nucleus” 
→ fragmented into double-Λ hypernuclei, 

single-Λ hypernuclei etc.

Y. Yamamoto, M. Wakai, T. Motoba, T. Fukuda, Nucl. Phys. A 625, 107 (1997)

ΞN rescattering 
& ΞN-ΛΛ conversion

4
ΛH

3
ΛH

4
ΛΛH?
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Suggested decay mode of 4ΛΛH and limits on ∆BΛΛ

4
ΛΛH (single Λ binds to 2H by 0.13 MeV)

3
ΛH + p }? MeV 3

ΛH
(7.75 MeV)

4
ΛHe

3He

π− (104 MeV/c)

p

π− (114.3 MeV/c)

4
ΛHe excitation(MeV)    ∆BΛΛ(MeV)

7.75                         1.8     
8.75                         0.8
9.84                        -0.26

4
ΛHe*

P. Pile, HYP2003
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p 1 p2 1 p2 about 64% of the time (the rest of the
time the final state includes neutral particles). An extensive
simulation of quasifree J2 production in the CDS was
carried out. The quasifree J2 events appear in our experi-
ment as two negative tracks in the CDS when the proton
is not detected, either because it is outside the geomet-
ric acceptance or, for low momentum J2’s, because it
never leaves the target. The events in which all three tracks
were detected were limited to about 800 in number, about
5% of the two p2 set (before applying cuts as described
above). They were analyzed to compare to our simula-
tion which includes the geometry and response of the CDS.
The shape comparison was satisfactory, and the simulated
spectrum magnitude was fixed by the three-track data. The
simulation then provided a reliable measure of the J2

background magnitude and shape in the two-track data.
Figure 2 contains a two-dimensional scatter plot of the

pion pair events, obtained as described above, binned in
3 MeV!c cells. The box size shown is proportional to the
cell population.

The pion spectrum will exhibit a sharp peak in a two-
body decay from a system at rest, or nearly at rest, such as
a double- or single-L hypernucleus. A correlated signal,
which appears as such a peak in both pion spectra, is in-
terpreted as a pair of single-L hypernuclei if the momenta
match known decays of single-L systems. It is regarded
as a candidate for a double-L hypernucleus when only one
of the lines matches a known decay momentum [2,10–13].
Figure 3, adapted from Ref. [2], indicates where known
single-L hypernuclear lines are expected as well as where
LL decay lines are anticipated as a function of the LL
pairing energy DBLL.

Inspection of the plot indicates two regions of event con-
centration; one near "104, 114# and one near "114, 133# in
the pion momentum axes. The right-hand side of the fig-

ure shows projections of the data regions in the indicated
bands of 12 MeV!c width (3s in CDS resolution) on the
PH and PL axes. Histogram I displays the higher momen-
tum pion distribution with the lower pion momentum be-
tween 97 and 109MeV!c, while II shows the lower pion
momentum distribution, with the upper pion cut between
107 and 119MeV!c. The event concentration projected
in I and II we attribute to 4

LLH as explained below, while
those projected in III and IV are attributed to the decays,

3
LH ! 3He 1 p2

L "114.3 MeV!c#, (1)
4
LH ! 4He 1 p2

H "132.9MeV!c#. (2)
The existence of these twin hypernuclei is evidence that

J2’s of appreciable kinetic energy are initiating reactions.
Also indicated in the projected spectra I to IV are the ap-
propriate backgrounds from quasifree J2 production, de-
termined from the three particle tracks as described above.
A clear excess of signal over J2 background is observed
in these spectra.

We direct attention to two structures in Fig. 2, a rela-
tively wide peak centered near 114 MeV!c in I, and the
correlated narrow low-momentum peak near 104 MeV!c
in II. The latter prominent peak has no clear explanation in
the literature. It is the conjunction of this feature with the
wide peak in I that points strongly to the existence of 4

LLH
in our data sample. The broadening near 114 MeV!cis at-
tributed to the presence of more than a single contribution
and the peak at 104 MeV!c to a particular decay mode of
the doubly strange hypernucleus. We develop this argu-
ment as follows.

Consider the following possible sequences, some of
which are combinations of single-L decays. The decay
momenta, known from emulsion experiments to typically
better than 1 MeV!c, are near those of the correlated
peaks. These are listed below as processes (3) and (4),
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FIG. 2. The momenta of pH and pL, in MeV!c, plotted against each other (left). The event concentration associated with the
4

LLH doubly strange hypernucleus is located near "114, 104#. The plots on the right, I and II, are projections on the y and the x axis,
respectively, with the indicated limits. The projections shown in III and IV are attributed to 4

LH and 3
LH. The overlayed curves for

I– IV are the measured quasifree J2-decay backgrounds, normalized to the expected number of such events in the data.
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!
3 H→3He!"" #P"

#$114 MeV/c$, #11$

!
6 He→6Li!"" #P"

%$108 MeV/c$,

!
3 H→3He!"" #P"

#$114 MeV/c$, #12$

!
4 H→3H!p!"" #P"

%% 98 MeV/c$.

In the "" decay of !
6 He, there are several decay modes to

the ground state of 6Li and excited states of 6Li. Especially,
the "" decay momenta in !

6 He→6Li(J")!"" are
104.9 MeV/c and 102.7 MeV/c for J"$3! and 0!, re-
spectively, which correspond to the central position of the
oval region. Ahn et al. have also mentioned that most of the
decay strengths of !

6 He are expected to be below
100 MeV/c region, since the dominant decays of !

6 He are
three-body (&!d!"") decays where nuclear states are
nonresonant continuum states '2(.
In order to see the contributions of &!d nonresonant

states to the !
6 He "" decay spectrum, we calculate the par-

tial decay widths of !
6 He, including &!d!"" three-body

decays. We found resonances of 6Li at low energies with not
only isospin T$0 (J"$1!,3!,2!), but also T$1 (J"

$0!,2!). The T$1 states cannot be described by &!d
configurations. We thus use two kinds of wave functions for
6Li in the present calculations: &!d cluster-model wave
functions for T$0 states and Cohen-Kurath shell-model
wave functions for T$1 states, where two-body matrix ele-
ments of #6-16$2BME are employed in view of the overall
fitting to the 6Li energy levels '15(.
We described the wave function of !

6 He(1") by a single
configuration of '(0s1/2

N )4(0p3/2
n )(0s1/2

! )(1" with harmonic
oscillators, where the size parameters are determined to re-
produce the calculated root-mean-square distances between
& and n(!) in !

6 He(1") by Hiyama et al. '16(, bn
$3.30 fm and b!$2.10 fm. We use the value bN
$1.94 fm for the 6Li states as the oscillator strength to fit
an experimental charge form factor '17(.
The calculated widths and spectrum with "" plane waves

are summarized in Table VI and Fig. 4. All decays to reso-
nance states give sizable contributions to the width of !

6 He.

Contributions from &!d!"" three-body decays with
nuclear nonresonant continuum states are negligible, as
shown in Table VI. The widths are concentrated on these
bound and resonance states in &-d relative s and d waves
while small themselves in &-d relative to the p and f waves.
Since a deuteron is taken to be (0s)2 with an oscillator
strength of bN$1.94 fm in the &!d model, the widths are
systematically smaller than those of the Choen-Kurath model
due to worse overlap between the initial !

6 He and the &-d
final states. However, it is sufficient within this &!d model
in order to see qualitative contributions of nonresonant con-
tinuum &-d states to the widths.
The calculated spectrum with the Cohen-Kurath wave

functions is shown in Fig. 4, which is smeared with a
3-MeV/c ""-momentum resolution with Gaussian shapes.
Each width of the resonance states is also taken into account
in the spectrum. The spectrum is also added to contributions
from the Cohen-Kurath wave functions with no correspond-
ing experimental resonance states, since they are expected to
represent their continuum states. These contributions are
smeared as the 10 MeV nuclear widths. As shown in Fig. 4,
the calculated spectrum has sizable contribution in the region
of 104 MeV/c on the experimental data.

E. Validity of theoretical expectations

In the BNL-E906 experiment, "" decay particles in the
region with momenta around 104 MeV/c were analyzed to
come from !!

4 H '2(. The analysis was made on the following
two assumptions. #1$ There exists a p-wave resonance
(!
4 He*) in !

3 H-p scattering. "" decays through the reso-
nance dominate the peak in the region of 104 MeV/c . #2$
Contributions from the "" decays of !

6 He are thought to be
negligible in the region of 104 MeV/c .
Concerning first assumption, we have investigated the

possibility of a narrow resonance. In order to get a peak
around 104 MeV/c , !

4 He is required to have a narrow reso-

TABLE VI. Calculated "" decay widths of !
6 He with the

Cohen-Kurath #CK$shell model and the &d cluster model 6Li wave
functions in the unit of )! . The corresponding "" decay momenta
are also listed in units of MeV/c .

Process !
6 He(1")→ width #CK$ width (&d) P""

6Li(1!,T$0)gr!"" 0.0056 0.0036 108.4
6Li(3!,T$0)!"" 0.0189 0.0045 104.9
6Li(0!,T$1)!"" 0.0087 102.7
6Li(2!,T$0)!"" 0.0155 0.0095 101.4
6Li(2!,T$1)!"" 0.0470 99.7
6Li(1!,T$0)!"" 0.0066 0.0045 99.2
&!d!"" #off resonance$ 0.0017 %100
All CK waves 0.146

FIG. 4. Calculated "" decay spectrum of !
6 He with the Cohen-

Kurath 6Li wave functions #solid line$. The experimental data and
the calculated !!

4 H spectrum are shown by the solid histogram and
dashed line, respectively, which show the P"

% dependence when the
other "" momentum (P"

#) between 107 and 119 MeV/c are
summed up in Figure 3. The ordinate is the experimental count
number, which is subtracted each quasi-free *"-decay background
shown in Ref. '2(. The calculated spectra are normalized to fit the
maximum height of the experimental histogram. In the region be-
low 100 MeV/c , there are considerable contributions from the
other various decay modes, such like !

3H!!
4 H.

PIONIC WEAK DECAY OF THE LIGHTEST . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 66, 014003 #2002$
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S. D. RANDENIYA AND E. V. HUNGERFORD PHYSICAL REVIEW C 76, 064308 (2007)
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FIG. 5. The projected pion spectra for the coincident pion decays comparing the simulation (histogram) to the data (points with errors).
The left figure shows the projection onto the pl (II) axis and the right the ph axis (I).

However, the χ2 of the fit essentially did not change when
the decay of this hypernucleus was included in both schemes.
However, the normalization corresponding to the 7

""He decay
was reduced as the normalization for 6

""He increased. Hence
up to the minimum χ2 value, the inclusion of the 6

""He decay
balances the counts removed from the 7

""He decay, and the
data in this region are insensitive to the inclusion of the 6

""He
hypernucleus. Decay from the 5

""He hypernuclei were not
included in this fit as this decay essentially overlaps the 6

""He
decay spectrum and thus its strength is effectively included in
the 6

""He analysis.
In summary, the data can be represented by the decay of

7
""He along with decay of three single hypernuclear pairs, 4

"H
with 4

"H and 3
"H with 3

"H and 3
"H with 4

"H and a constant

background as described above. Table VII summarizes the
normalizations obtained from the two local fits.

D. Production of 6
!!He hypernuclei

Most of the counts in the 6
""He decay spectrum appear in

the region below ph = 107 MeV/c and the decay of 7
""He

adds background in this region, Figure 6.
A fit of the simulation to the projected experimental data in

the region where 92 MeV/c !ph ! 107 MeV/c and 86 MeV/c
!pl ! 98 MeV/c, keeping the normalizations determined from
previous fits constant and including the decay of 6

""He, is
shown in Fig. 7. The χ2 of the fit is 67 for 51 degrees of
freedom, whereas the background from all the hypernuclear
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FIG. 6. The two-dimensional pion decays from the decay of 7
""He and 6

""He hypernuclei.

064308-6

S.D. Randeniya and E.V. Hungerford, 
Phys. Rev. C 76, 064308 (2007)

I. Kumagai-Fuse and S. Okabe,  
Phys. Rev. C 66, 014003 (2002)

7
ΛΛHe → 7

ΛLi(*) + π−

7
ΛLi → 7Be + π−

3
ΛH → 3He + π−

6
ΛHe → 6Li(*) + π−

1) Twin hypernuclei 2) Double-Λ hypernuclei

They may be produced from [ 8
ΛΛHe*] or (Ξ−, 9Be)atom
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E961, An improved search for double Λ hypernuclei
• E961: Collaboration (same as E906)

¾ BNL, CMU, Gifu, Freiburg, Hampton, INR-Russia, KEK, Kyoto, Manitoba, New Mexico, 
Osaka, Osaka Electro-Communication, Pusan, Temple, Tokyo, TRIUMF

¾ Spokesmen: T. Fukuda (Osaka Electro-Comm.), A. Rusek (BNL), R. Chrien (BNL)

• The Improvements/Changes
¾ Improved statistics (run time, protons/spill, spectrometer acceptance)

¾ CDS momentum resolution
� New target vertex chamber

� Higher CDS magnetic field

¾ Ξ- decay background reduction
� New target vertex chamber

� Better target geometry

¾ Replace 9Be target with 7Li
� Direct reaction cannot produce two single Λ hyperfragments

� Eliminates Z > 1 double Λ hypernuclei in direct reaction

� Stopping Ξ- reduced due to lower density of Li

October 17, 2003 23

HYP2003

Outlook for the Future

• AGS Fixed target experiments are no longer supported concurrent 
with RHIC operations since HEP base support was terminated at the 
end of 2002. 

• Two major HEP experiments submitted proposals to the NSF for 

construction and operations funds. These experiments, E926-K0PI0 

and E940-MECO, collectively referred to as RSVP,  were identified by 

the NSF for support and were included in the FY 2004 Presidents 

Budget request for a 2006 construction start. A third proposal, E949 

(K+ rare decay) will be submitted soon. 

• Should AGS fixed target base support be restored as a result of these 

initiatives then cost sharing could lead to limited NP AGS 

experimental program concurrent with HEP and RHIC operations. 

P. Pile, HYP2003
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Ξ- stopping probability will be small 
because of the material density 

(Lithium: 0.53g/cm3, Beryllium: 1.85g/cm3) 

�15New experiment at J-PARC

⌅�

K�
K+

Quasi-free Ξ− rescattering

BNL-AGS E906

7Li target instead of 9Be

fragmented from [ 6
ΛΛH*]

→double-Λ hypernuclei  
→twin hypernuclei  

4,5
ΛΛH

(Ξ−, 7Li)atom

⌅�

K�
K+

Ξ− capture at rest
[emulsion exp.] 
Danysz et al., 
KEK-PS E176, E373 
J-PARC E07

[counter exp.] 
BNL-AGS E885, E906 
cf. PA̅NDA (p̅p→Ξ−Ξ+) fragmented from 

→double-Λ hypernuclei 
      w/ A≦7 and Z=1,2  
→twin hypernuclei  3,4

ΛH + 3,4
ΛH
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Quasi-free Ξ− rescattering

BNL-AGS E906

7Li target instead of 9Be

fragmented from [ 6
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→double-Λ hypernuclei  
→twin hypernuclei  

4,5
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�16New experiment at J-PARC

⌅�

K�
K+

Quasi-free Ξ− rescattering

BNL-AGS E906

7Li target instead of 9Be

fragmented from [ 6
ΛΛH*]

→double-Λ hypernuclei  
→twin hypernuclei  

4,5
ΛΛH

Ξ-hypernuclear decay

At the same time, 

will be produced via 
the                          reaction  

7
Ξ− H ( = αnnΞ−)

7Li(K−, K+)

K+

K�

⌅�
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total Hamiltonian and the Schrödinger equation are given by

(H − E)!JM ( 7
"−H, 10

"−Li) = 0, (5.1)

H = T +
!

a,b

Vab + VPauli, (5.2)

where T is the kinetic-energy operator, Vab is the interaction
between the constituent particle a and b, and the VPauli is
the Pauli projection operator given by Eq. (3.6). The total
wave function is described as a sum of amplitudes of the
rearrangement channels (c = 1 ∼ 9) of Fig. 3 in the LS
coupling scheme:

!JM, T Tz

" 7
"−H

#
=

9!

c=1

!

n,N,ν

!

l,L,λ

!

S,%,I,K

C
(c)
nlNLνλS%IK

×AN

$
&(α)[χ 1

2
("−)[χ 1

2
(n1)χ 1

2
(n2)]S]%

×
$$

φ
(c)
nl (rc)ψ (c)

NL(Rc)
%
I
ξ

(c)
νλ (ρc)

%
K

%
JM

× [η 1
2
("−)[η 1

2
(n1)η 1

2
(n2)]t]T ,Tz

, (5.3)

!JM, T Tz

" 10
"−Li

#
=

9!

c=1

!

n,N,ν

!

l,L,λ

!

S,I,K

C
(c)
nlNLνλSIK

×Sα

$
&(α1)&(α2)[χ 1

2
(n)χ 1

2
("−)]S

×
$$

φ
(c)
nl (rc)ψ (c)

NL(Rc)
%
I
ξ

(c)
νλ (ρc)

%
K

%
JM

× [η 1
2
(n)η 1

2
("−)]T ,Tz

. (5.4)

Here the operator AN stands for antisymmetrization between
the two neutrons. Sα,χ 1

2
("−) and η 1

2
("−) were defined in

Sec. III.
The Pauli principle involving nucleons belonging to α and

x(= n,α) is taken into account by the orthogonality condition
model (OCM) [19]. The forbidden states in Eq. (3.6) are f =
0S for n and f = 0S, 1S, 0D for x = α.

We employ the VαN potential given in Ref. [21] and the
AV8 potential [22] for the two-neutron parts. The αnn (ααn)
binding energy derived from these potentials is less(over-)
bound by about 0.3 MeV (1 MeV) in comparison with the
observed value. Then, in calculations of the αnn"− and
ααn"− four-body model, the central part of Vαn is adjusted
to reproduce the observed ground state of 6He and 9Be. The
Vαα and Vα"− are the same as those in ααt"− four-body
calculations. As for the "−n parts, we employ the simple
three-range Gaussian potentials derived from ESC and ND.
The details of these potentials were already mentioned in
Sec. II. Thus, in our treatments of αnn"− and ααn"−

four-body systems, ground-state energies of all subsystems
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B. Results for 7
"H (αnn"−)

Here we describe the results of the four-body calculations
for 7

"−H(αnn"−) with (T , J π ) = (3/2, 1/2+). The basic ques-
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FIG. 4. (a) Calculated energy levels of 7
"− H for three kF values

using ESC. (b) Calculated energy levels of 7
"− H for for three kF values

using ND. The energies are shown when the imaginary part of the
α"− interaction is switched off. The energies are measured from the
α + n + n + "− breakup threshold. The dashed lines are threshold.

between 6He and "− is to a large extent determined by the
α"− interaction.

The calculated energies in the 1/2+ ground state are demon-
strated in Fig. 4 as a function of kF , for the two "N potential
models without the imaginary part of the α"− interaction.
These 1/2+ states are composed of the ground-state 0+

configuration of 6He coupled with the 0s-state "− particle.
The Coulomb interactions between α and "− are taken into
account. In the figure, the dashed lines show the positions
of threshold energies of α + n + n + "−,6 He + "−, and
5
"−H(α"−)cal + n + n, respectively. One should be aware that
the 5

"−H(α"−)cal + n + n threshold energy depends on the
kF value of the adopted "N interactions. This situation is
unavoidable, because the calculated energies for 5

"−H have
to be used instead of the unknown experimental value. We
see that in the case (i) kF = 0.9 fm−1 with ESC the lowest
threshold is 5

"−H(α"−)cal + n + n, and in the other cases the
6He + "− threshold is lower than the 5

"−H(α"−)cal + n + n
threshold. However, in all kF cases with ND the lowest
threshold is 6He + "−. The order of the 5

"−H(α"−)cal + n + n
and 6He + "− threshold is determined by the competition
between α-"− correlation and the α-(nn) correlation.
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Table 1 Strength parameters for Ξ−-6He(0+) potential, U11 given in Eq. (5)

Potential V0 (MeV) W0 (MeV) B.E . (MeV) Γ (MeV)
√

< r2 > (fm)

ND(k f = 0.9) −13.70 −0.49 1.55 0.27 4.06
ND(k f = 1.025) −11.72 −0.34 1.05 0.15 4.84
ND(k f = 1.3) −8.95 −0.11 0.54 0.032 6.85
ESC(k f = 0.9) −15.18 −4.17 1.80 2.64 3.62
ESC(k f = 1.055) −10.53 −2.98 0.67 1.15 5.51
ESC(k f = 1.3) −6.90 −1.96 0.26 0.31 10.06

R = 2.0 fm and a = 0.65 fm are fixed. The binding energies, widths and r.m.s. radii are also listed. Here, B.E . is measured from
Ξ− +6 He(0+) threshold, instead of Ξ− + α + n + n one in Ref. [2]

Fig. 1 Calculated 7Li(K −, K +) inclusive spectra for pK − = 1.65 GeV/c and θK + = 0◦. The left and right panel show the results
corresponding to the case using potential ND and ESC with three k f parameters listed in Table 1, respectively. These spectra are
smeared assuming 2 MeV detector resolution

3 Results and Conclusions

Figure 1 shows the calculated 7Li(K −, K +) inclusive spectra for pK − = 1.65 GeV/c and θK + = 0◦. A detec-
tor resolution of 2 MeV is taken into account. In the case of ND, we can see two peak structure for every k f

parameters. The peak in E < 0 and E > 0 region correspond to Ξ−-6He(0+) bound state and Ξ−-6He∗(2+)
one, respectively. The contribution to the cross section from the 6He∗(2+) core state amounts to about 1/3 of
that from 6He(0+) core state. It is also checked that the contribution from the 6He∗(2+) state does not change
the peak shape of the Ξ−-6He(0+) bound state as long as the coupling strength Vc in Eq. (6) is less than
∼ 300 MeV. In the case of ESC, the structure of the calculated spectra is similar to ND case, but the larger
width compared to ND makes the peak less visible. For ESC with k f = 0.9 and 1.055, we can not see the
bound state peak for the core-excited state, while we can still recognize the peak for the core-ground state. For
ESC with k f = 1.3, we can not see any peak structure.

In conclusion, we can expect to observe the bound state peak ofΞ− hypernuclear state in the 7Li(K −, K +)
inclusive spectrum except for ESC with k f = 1.3 case, including the 2 MeV detector resolution. In order to
confirm the results more quantitatively, we have a plan to construct the realistic folding potentials instead of
the Woods–Saxon one used here. The further investigation is in progress.
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Conversion processes for J
7 H are discussed as a typical example of the double-L hypernuclear formation via

a neutron-rich J state. LL
5 H is formed with a surprisingly large branching ratio of about 90% from J

7 H that is
produced by the (K2,K1) reaction on the 7Li target. The J

7 H state has a narrow width, 0.75 MeV, and its
population can be confirmed by tagging K1 momentum. @S0556-2813~96!50507-8#

PACS number~s!: 21.80.1a. 21.45.1v. 25.80.Nv, 25.80.Pw

Recent hypernuclear studies have aroused much interest
in double strangeness (S522) systems. Several double-L
hypernuclei events and J atoms ~or nuclei! were reported in
an experiment at KEK using emulsion-counter hybrid tech-
niques @1#. Such double strangeness systems provide unique
information concerning the LL and JN interaction, which
is closely related to the existence of H-dibaryon @2# and is
awaited to deduce properties of strange hadronic matter @3#.
However, information from S522 systems is still very lim-
ited. One reason is the difficulty in identification of S522
hypernuclear species in emulsion events, and the other is a
lack of events themselves.
If an intense K2 beam is available, the (K2,K1) reaction

can sufficiently populate certain J-nuclear states, which be-
come doorway states to double-L hypernuclei. In this paper
a typical example of this line of producing double-L hyper-
nuclei is explored. The first step is to produce a narrow-
width bound J state using the 7Li(K2,K1)J

7 H reaction.
Then, the J2 particle interacts with a proton in the 6He
core, and they convert into two L particles. Our primary
concern is how large the branching to the double-L nuclear
formation is for the neutron-rich J-nucleus J

7 H.
The conversion processes of J

7 H are limited to the follow-
ing:

J
7 H!LL

5 H1n1n ;11 MeV, ~1!

!L
4 H1L1n1n ;7 MeV, ~2!

!L
4 H*1L1n1n ;6 MeV, ~3!

!
3H1L1L1n1n ;5 MeV. ~4!

To fix the Q values, we need knowledge of the binding en-
ergies ~BE! of J

7 H and LL
5 H. In the above equations, we

have tentatively assigned BE(J2 in J
7 H);2 MeV and BE

(LL in LL
5 H);6 MeV, which are estimated from a calcu-

lation of double-strange five-body systems by Myint et al.
@4#. The point is that the Q values become small for these
processes because the 28.33 MeV energy released due to
JN!LL conversion is almost exhausted in breaking the
a cluster in J

7 H. The three-body decay process in Eq. ~1!
would be favored by such small Q values, because the avail-
able phase space is less reduced than that for the four-body
and the five-body decays.

We apply distorted-wave Born approximation ~DWBA!
with a finite range J2p-LL interaction to calculate the con-
version widths. For the J2N channel, the LL channel, and
the J2p-LL coupling interactions we use the Shinmura po-
tential @5# determined so as to reproduce S matrices of the
Nijmegen model D potential @6# at low energies. The poten-
tial parameters are summarized in Table I.
For the J2N channel interaction, we multiply the repul-

sive part by a reduction factor f c due to short-range correla-
tions to obtain an effective interaction. We use the YNG
effective interaction for LN @7#, the parameters of which are
readjusted to reproduce the binding energies of L

4 H and
L
4 H*, and the NHN effective interaction for NN @8#.
Initial-state and final-state wave functions for the conver-

sion processes are constructed as follows. For the initial state
J
7 H, the five-body part without two neutrons ~‘‘J

5 H’’! is
firstly solved as a 3N-N-J2 three-body system within the
framework of the resonating group method. The total Hamil-
tonian is given by

H
J
5 H5(

i51

A

ti2Tc.m.1 (
i, jPN

v i j
NN1 (

iPN
jPJ

v i j
NJ1(

i, j
v i j
Coulomb ,

~5!

where t i and Tc.m. are kinetic energy operators of the ith
nucleon or the J2 particle and the center-of-mass motion of
the five-body system, respectively. The Coulomb interaction
for J2p and pp is taken into account, since it plays an
important role in binding J

5 H @4#. We employ a variational
method using a Gaussian basis with three rearrangement
channels in the Jacobi coordinate system ~CRCG method!
@9#. Secondly, wave functions for the remaining neutrons are
independently determined by solving the following equation
of J

5 H-n:

~T
J
5 Hn1V4He n1VJ2n2E !ucn&50, ~6!

where the potential is a sum of contributions from 4He and
J2. We use the Kanada potential @10# for 4He n , the param-
eter values of which are multiplied by 1.15 for the p3/2 po-
tential so as to reproduce one half of the two-neutron sepa-
ration energy in 6He. For J2 n , we regard the J wave
function as a simple ~0s! harmonic oscillator one, the size
parameter of which corresponds to the rms radius of the
J2 determined from the calculation of J

5 H. Then the J2n
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in double strangeness (S522) systems. Several double-L
hypernuclei events and J atoms ~or nuclei! were reported in
an experiment at KEK using emulsion-counter hybrid tech-
niques @1#. Such double strangeness systems provide unique
information concerning the LL and JN interaction, which
is closely related to the existence of H-dibaryon @2# and is
awaited to deduce properties of strange hadronic matter @3#.
However, information from S522 systems is still very lim-
ited. One reason is the difficulty in identification of S522
hypernuclear species in emulsion events, and the other is a
lack of events themselves.
If an intense K2 beam is available, the (K2,K1) reaction

can sufficiently populate certain J-nuclear states, which be-
come doorway states to double-L hypernuclei. In this paper
a typical example of this line of producing double-L hyper-
nuclei is explored. The first step is to produce a narrow-
width bound J state using the 7Li(K2,K1)J

7 H reaction.
Then, the J2 particle interacts with a proton in the 6He
core, and they convert into two L particles. Our primary
concern is how large the branching to the double-L nuclear
formation is for the neutron-rich J-nucleus J

7 H.
The conversion processes of J

7 H are limited to the follow-
ing:
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5 H1n1n ;11 MeV, ~1!
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4 H1L1n1n ;7 MeV, ~2!
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4 H*1L1n1n ;6 MeV, ~3!
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3H1L1L1n1n ;5 MeV. ~4!

To fix the Q values, we need knowledge of the binding en-
ergies ~BE! of J

7 H and LL
5 H. In the above equations, we

have tentatively assigned BE(J2 in J
7 H);2 MeV and BE

(LL in LL
5 H);6 MeV, which are estimated from a calcu-

lation of double-strange five-body systems by Myint et al.
@4#. The point is that the Q values become small for these
processes because the 28.33 MeV energy released due to
JN!LL conversion is almost exhausted in breaking the
a cluster in J

7 H. The three-body decay process in Eq. ~1!
would be favored by such small Q values, because the avail-
able phase space is less reduced than that for the four-body
and the five-body decays.

We apply distorted-wave Born approximation ~DWBA!
with a finite range J2p-LL interaction to calculate the con-
version widths. For the J2N channel, the LL channel, and
the J2p-LL coupling interactions we use the Shinmura po-
tential @5# determined so as to reproduce S matrices of the
Nijmegen model D potential @6# at low energies. The poten-
tial parameters are summarized in Table I.
For the J2N channel interaction, we multiply the repul-

sive part by a reduction factor f c due to short-range correla-
tions to obtain an effective interaction. We use the YNG
effective interaction for LN @7#, the parameters of which are
readjusted to reproduce the binding energies of L

4 H and
L
4 H*, and the NHN effective interaction for NN @8#.
Initial-state and final-state wave functions for the conver-

sion processes are constructed as follows. For the initial state
J
7 H, the five-body part without two neutrons ~‘‘J

5 H’’! is
firstly solved as a 3N-N-J2 three-body system within the
framework of the resonating group method. The total Hamil-
tonian is given by
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where t i and Tc.m. are kinetic energy operators of the ith
nucleon or the J2 particle and the center-of-mass motion of
the five-body system, respectively. The Coulomb interaction
for J2p and pp is taken into account, since it plays an
important role in binding J

5 H @4#. We employ a variational
method using a Gaussian basis with three rearrangement
channels in the Jacobi coordinate system ~CRCG method!
@9#. Secondly, wave functions for the remaining neutrons are
independently determined by solving the following equation
of J

5 H-n:
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J
5 Hn1V4He n1VJ2n2E !ucn&50, ~6!

where the potential is a sum of contributions from 4He and
J2. We use the Kanada potential @10# for 4He n , the param-
eter values of which are multiplied by 1.15 for the p3/2 po-
tential so as to reproduce one half of the two-neutron sepa-
ration energy in 6He. For J2 n , we regard the J wave
function as a simple ~0s! harmonic oscillator one, the size
parameter of which corresponds to the rms radius of the
J2 determined from the calculation of J

5 H. Then the J2n
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lack of events themselves.
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come doorway states to double-L hypernuclei. In this paper
a typical example of this line of producing double-L hyper-
nuclei is explored. The first step is to produce a narrow-
width bound J state using the 7Li(K2,K1)J

7 H reaction.
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core, and they convert into two L particles. Our primary
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processes because the 28.33 MeV energy released due to
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7 H. The three-body decay process in Eq. ~1!
would be favored by such small Q values, because the avail-
able phase space is less reduced than that for the four-body
and the five-body decays.

We apply distorted-wave Born approximation ~DWBA!
with a finite range J2p-LL interaction to calculate the con-
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the J2p-LL coupling interactions we use the Shinmura po-
tential @5# determined so as to reproduce S matrices of the
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for J2p and pp is taken into account, since it plays an
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eter values of which are multiplied by 1.15 for the p3/2 po-
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sion processes are constructed as follows. For the initial state
J
7 H, the five-body part without two neutrons ~‘‘J

5 H’’! is
firstly solved as a 3N-N-J2 three-body system within the
framework of the resonating group method. The total Hamil-
tonian is given by

H
J
5 H5(

i51

A

ti2Tc.m.1 (
i, jPN

v i j
NN1 (

iPN
jPJ

v i j
NJ1(

i, j
v i j
Coulomb ,

~5!

where t i and Tc.m. are kinetic energy operators of the ith
nucleon or the J2 particle and the center-of-mass motion of
the five-body system, respectively. The Coulomb interaction
for J2p and pp is taken into account, since it plays an
important role in binding J

5 H @4#. We employ a variational
method using a Gaussian basis with three rearrangement
channels in the Jacobi coordinate system ~CRCG method!
@9#. Secondly, wave functions for the remaining neutrons are
independently determined by solving the following equation
of J

5 H-n:

~T
J
5 Hn1V4He n1VJ2n2E !ucn&50, ~6!

where the potential is a sum of contributions from 4He and
J2. We use the Kanada potential @10# for 4He n , the param-
eter values of which are multiplied by 1.15 for the p3/2 po-
tential so as to reproduce one half of the two-neutron sepa-
ration energy in 6He. For J2 n , we regard the J wave
function as a simple ~0s! harmonic oscillator one, the size
parameter of which corresponds to the rms radius of the
J2 determined from the calculation of J

5 H. Then the J2n

PHYSICAL REVIEW C JULY 1996VOLUME 54, NUMBER 1

540556-2813/96/54~1!/24~4!/$10.00 R24 © 1996 The American Physical Society

I. Kumagai-Fuse, Y. Akaishi, Phys. Rev. C 54, R24 (1996)
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5
ΛΛH → 5

ΛHe + π−

7Li(K−, K+) reactions
(1) 7

Ξ− H → 5
ΛΛH + 2n

(2) Quasi-free Ξ → fragmentation from  [ 6
ΛΛH*]

How to identify             ?5
ΛΛH

〈production〉

〈structure〉 ΛΛ-ΞN mixing in         5
ΛΛH

〈decay〉
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How to identify           ?

◆ BNL-AGS E906 (P961R) 
two pions from sequential MWD 
→ clue to identify  
parent double-Λ hypernuclei and 
daughter single-Λ hypernuclei 

◆ This method is difficult to apply 
in case of 5ΛΛH decay

�205
ΛΛH

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 13 P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S 24 SEPTEMBER 2001

p 1 p2 1 p2 about 64% of the time (the rest of the
time the final state includes neutral particles). An extensive
simulation of quasifree J2 production in the CDS was
carried out. The quasifree J2 events appear in our experi-
ment as two negative tracks in the CDS when the proton
is not detected, either because it is outside the geomet-
ric acceptance or, for low momentum J2’s, because it
never leaves the target. The events in which all three tracks
were detected were limited to about 800 in number, about
5% of the two p2 set (before applying cuts as described
above). They were analyzed to compare to our simula-
tion which includes the geometry and response of the CDS.
The shape comparison was satisfactory, and the simulated
spectrum magnitude was fixed by the three-track data. The
simulation then provided a reliable measure of the J2

background magnitude and shape in the two-track data.
Figure 2 contains a two-dimensional scatter plot of the

pion pair events, obtained as described above, binned in
3 MeV!c cells. The box size shown is proportional to the
cell population.

The pion spectrum will exhibit a sharp peak in a two-
body decay from a system at rest, or nearly at rest, such as
a double- or single-L hypernucleus. A correlated signal,
which appears as such a peak in both pion spectra, is in-
terpreted as a pair of single-L hypernuclei if the momenta
match known decays of single-L systems. It is regarded
as a candidate for a double-L hypernucleus when only one
of the lines matches a known decay momentum [2,10–13].
Figure 3, adapted from Ref. [2], indicates where known
single-L hypernuclear lines are expected as well as where
LL decay lines are anticipated as a function of the LL
pairing energy DBLL.

Inspection of the plot indicates two regions of event con-
centration; one near "104, 114# and one near "114, 133# in
the pion momentum axes. The right-hand side of the fig-

ure shows projections of the data regions in the indicated
bands of 12 MeV!c width (3s in CDS resolution) on the
PH and PL axes. Histogram I displays the higher momen-
tum pion distribution with the lower pion momentum be-
tween 97 and 109MeV!c, while II shows the lower pion
momentum distribution, with the upper pion cut between
107 and 119MeV!c. The event concentration projected
in I and II we attribute to 4

LLH as explained below, while
those projected in III and IV are attributed to the decays,

3
LH ! 3He 1 p2

L "114.3 MeV!c#, (1)
4
LH ! 4He 1 p2

H "132.9MeV!c#. (2)
The existence of these twin hypernuclei is evidence that

J2’s of appreciable kinetic energy are initiating reactions.
Also indicated in the projected spectra I to IV are the ap-
propriate backgrounds from quasifree J2 production, de-
termined from the three particle tracks as described above.
A clear excess of signal over J2 background is observed
in these spectra.

We direct attention to two structures in Fig. 2, a rela-
tively wide peak centered near 114 MeV!c in I, and the
correlated narrow low-momentum peak near 104 MeV!c
in II. The latter prominent peak has no clear explanation in
the literature. It is the conjunction of this feature with the
wide peak in I that points strongly to the existence of 4

LLH
in our data sample. The broadening near 114 MeV!cis at-
tributed to the presence of more than a single contribution
and the peak at 104 MeV!c to a particular decay mode of
the doubly strange hypernucleus. We develop this argu-
ment as follows.

Consider the following possible sequences, some of
which are combinations of single-L decays. The decay
momenta, known from emulsion experiments to typically
better than 1 MeV!c, are near those of the correlated
peaks. These are listed below as processes (3) and (4),
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FIG. 2. The momenta of pH and pL, in MeV!c, plotted against each other (left). The event concentration associated with the
4

LLH doubly strange hypernucleus is located near "114, 104#. The plots on the right, I and II, are projections on the y and the x axis,
respectively, with the indicated limits. The projections shown in III and IV are attributed to 4

LH and 3
LH. The overlayed curves for

I– IV are the measured quasifree J2-decay backgrounds, normalized to the expected number of such events in the data.
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4H → 4He* + π-(104)ΛΛ Λ
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ΛΛH → 4

ΛH + p + π−

4
ΛH → 4He + π−

5
ΛΛH → 5

ΛHe + π−

5
ΛHe → 4He + p + π−

≈ 99MeV/c

≈ 133MeV/c

The distinction between 
the two decay modes 

are experimentally difficult.
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5
ΛΛH → 4

ΛH + p + π−

4
ΛH → 4He + π−

5
ΛΛH → 5

ΛHe + π−

5
ΛHe → 4He + p + π−

≈ 99MeV/c

≈ 133MeV/c

From a point of view of 
decay pion spectroscopy, 

the decay mode on the left side 
is regarded  as a background process.

The distinction between 
the two decay modes 

are experimentally difficult.
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�22Momentum of decay pion
E Yamamoto et al . /Nuclear Physics A 625 (1997) 107-142 131 
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Fig. 8. A-A binding energy ABAA v e r s u s  discrete pion momenta q~r- (solid lines), which are expected 
for the two-body 7r- decays of the AA-hypernuclei produced after the compound state formation reac- 

8 * 8 * tion 9Be(K-,  K + ) ---+ I aa He 'AA H ]compound +N. The vertical dashed lines indicate the characteristic pion 
momenta known for the two-body ~ -  decays of light single-A hypemuclei, with the numbers being monochro- 
matic q~r in MeV/c. In the figure are also included the continuum but very sharp pions from the three-body 
decays of A rile and 5,He (AqTr "~ 0.45 MeV/c and 1.7 MeV/c, respectively). 

AZ ~ (AzI-Jr-TT2, A-IAZt + N-+-~2) , AA 
a'7t  > ( A'z/t  A'--I z l l  a -- + ¢ r l ,  + N + ~ r j ) .  

(4.6) 
(4.7) 

In the process of Eqs. (4.6)-(4.7), we are concerned with the weak decays of single-A 
hypernuclei of 3'4H, 4'5'6~7He and 7Li in addition to the five double-A hypernuclei. The 
employed decay modes of them will be listed in Table 8. 

On the basis of the experimental A binding energies B(A 1) o f  these single-A hyper- 
nuclei, we display in Fig. 8 the monochromatic 7r- momenta which comes from the 
definite two-body decays, respectively. On the other hand, the single-A binding energy 
/~A in a double-A hypernucleus aAz is defined with the A-A bond energy ABAA by 

B A (  A A Z )  = B A (  A - 1 z )  EXP -Jr- ABAA . (4.8) 

Here  BA wi thou t  t i lde refers to the A binding energy in the s ingle-A hypernucleus.  
Then,  the m o n o c h r o m a t i c  pion m o m e n t u m  q is given as a funct ion o f  ABAA based on 
the e n e r g y - m o m e n t u m  relation: 

q2 
M a  - B 4  = M N  -- BN(.t') + ~ + O.)q, wq = ~ q- q2 , (4 .9)  

Y. Yamamoto, M. Wakai, T. Motoba and T. Fukuda, Nucl. Phys. A 625, 107 (1997)

Region of Interest

Only pions from 4ΛH two-body decay (discrete)  
and from hyperon decay (continuous) will contaminate the RoI.

can be used for calibration
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�23Novel method for            identification

5
ΛΛH → 5

ΛHe + π−

5
ΛHe → 3H+p+n

Decay pion spectroscopy with tagging a proton from NMWD 

FINUDA Collaboration / Nuclear Physics A 804 (2008) 151–161 159

Table 1
Rp values calculated by means of the relation (4). The reported errors are statistical only

Target Hypernucleus Rp (energy ! 15 MeV)
12C 12

ΛC 0.43 ± 0.07
6Li 5

ΛHe 0.28 ± 0.09
7Li 7

ΛLi 0.37 ± 0.09
7Li 5

ΛHe 0.21 ± 0.12

Weighted mean of 6Li and 7Li 5
ΛHe 0.25 ± 0.07

Fig. 7. (a) Dots: FINUDA proton spectrum from proton-induced NMWD for 5
ΛHe; triangles: result achieved for the

5
ΛHe at the KEK experiments; the two spectra are normalized to areas beyond 35 MeV. (b) Dots: experimental proton
spectra of 5

ΛHe; continuous histogram: theoretical calculation for the proton energy spectrum of 5
ΛHe performed with

the addition of the FSI contribution. The two spectra are normalized beyond 15 MeV.

underline the fact that we could safely use the very simple relationship (4) for the evaluation of
Rp thanks to the use of very thin targets and of a transparent detector. On the contrary, in previ-
ous experiments [2,3,6,7] thick targets were used to improve the statistics with the consequence
that many corrections had to be applied. The results are reported in Table 1. The errors reported
in Table 1 are the statistical ones. We estimated that the systematical error is lower than 5%.

Fig. 7(a) shows the comparison of our spectrum for 5
ΛHe with the one by Okada et al. [6]. The

two spectra were normalized beyond 35 MeV (the proton energy threshold of [6]). The (KS) test
applied to the two data sets provides a C.L. of 75%.

Fig. 7(b) shows the comparison of our spectrum with the theoretical one calculated by Gar-
barino et al. [22]. The two spectra were normalized beyond 15 MeV (our proton energy thresh-
old). The KS test applied to the two data sets provides a C.L. of 80%. We may conclude that there
is a disagreement between the two experiments and with the theory, even though not so severe.

The situation for 12
ΛC is completely different. Fig. 8(a) shows the comparison of our spectrum

with that by Okada et al. [6]: the two spectra were normalized beyond 35 MeV.
The KS test applied to the two data sets provides a C.L. of 20%. Fig. 8(b) shows the compari-

son of our spectrum with the theoretical one calculated by Garbarino et al. [22]. The two spectra
were normalized beyond 15 MeV. The KS test applied to the two data sets provides a C.L. of 5%.
The conclusion is that there is a strong disagreement between the two experiments and with the
theory.

Concerning the discrepancy between the two sets of experimental data, we may remark that
in [6] the proton energy was measured by a combination of time-of-flight and total energy de-

M. Agnello et al., Nucl. Phys. 804, 151 (2008)

25±7% of           (FINUDA)

5
ΛΛH

proton energy distribution

MWD

(1N-induced) NMWD

Λ → p+π− + 38 MeV

Λ + p → n+p+176 MeV

π−  carries away 
most of the released energy

5
ΛΛH

(referred to as a “fast proton”)
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�24BG rejection with fast proton tagging

Double-L hypernuclear formation via a neutron-rich J state

Izumi Kumagai-Fuse and Yoshinori Akaishi
Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Tanashi, Tokyo 188, Japan

~Received 21 March 1996!

Conversion processes for J
7 H are discussed as a typical example of the double-L hypernuclear formation via

a neutron-rich J state. LL
5 H is formed with a surprisingly large branching ratio of about 90% from J

7 H that is
produced by the (K2,K1) reaction on the 7Li target. The J

7 H state has a narrow width, 0.75 MeV, and its
population can be confirmed by tagging K1 momentum. @S0556-2813~96!50507-8#

PACS number~s!: 21.80.1a. 21.45.1v. 25.80.Nv, 25.80.Pw

Recent hypernuclear studies have aroused much interest
in double strangeness (S522) systems. Several double-L
hypernuclei events and J atoms ~or nuclei! were reported in
an experiment at KEK using emulsion-counter hybrid tech-
niques @1#. Such double strangeness systems provide unique
information concerning the LL and JN interaction, which
is closely related to the existence of H-dibaryon @2# and is
awaited to deduce properties of strange hadronic matter @3#.
However, information from S522 systems is still very lim-
ited. One reason is the difficulty in identification of S522
hypernuclear species in emulsion events, and the other is a
lack of events themselves.
If an intense K2 beam is available, the (K2,K1) reaction

can sufficiently populate certain J-nuclear states, which be-
come doorway states to double-L hypernuclei. In this paper
a typical example of this line of producing double-L hyper-
nuclei is explored. The first step is to produce a narrow-
width bound J state using the 7Li(K2,K1)J

7 H reaction.
Then, the J2 particle interacts with a proton in the 6He
core, and they convert into two L particles. Our primary
concern is how large the branching to the double-L nuclear
formation is for the neutron-rich J-nucleus J

7 H.
The conversion processes of J

7 H are limited to the follow-
ing:

J
7 H!LL

5 H1n1n ;11 MeV, ~1!

!L
4 H1L1n1n ;7 MeV, ~2!

!L
4 H*1L1n1n ;6 MeV, ~3!

!
3H1L1L1n1n ;5 MeV. ~4!

To fix the Q values, we need knowledge of the binding en-
ergies ~BE! of J

7 H and LL
5 H. In the above equations, we

have tentatively assigned BE(J2 in J
7 H);2 MeV and BE

(LL in LL
5 H);6 MeV, which are estimated from a calcu-

lation of double-strange five-body systems by Myint et al.
@4#. The point is that the Q values become small for these
processes because the 28.33 MeV energy released due to
JN!LL conversion is almost exhausted in breaking the
a cluster in J

7 H. The three-body decay process in Eq. ~1!
would be favored by such small Q values, because the avail-
able phase space is less reduced than that for the four-body
and the five-body decays.

We apply distorted-wave Born approximation ~DWBA!
with a finite range J2p-LL interaction to calculate the con-
version widths. For the J2N channel, the LL channel, and
the J2p-LL coupling interactions we use the Shinmura po-
tential @5# determined so as to reproduce S matrices of the
Nijmegen model D potential @6# at low energies. The poten-
tial parameters are summarized in Table I.
For the J2N channel interaction, we multiply the repul-

sive part by a reduction factor f c due to short-range correla-
tions to obtain an effective interaction. We use the YNG
effective interaction for LN @7#, the parameters of which are
readjusted to reproduce the binding energies of L

4 H and
L
4 H*, and the NHN effective interaction for NN @8#.
Initial-state and final-state wave functions for the conver-

sion processes are constructed as follows. For the initial state
J
7 H, the five-body part without two neutrons ~‘‘J

5 H’’! is
firstly solved as a 3N-N-J2 three-body system within the
framework of the resonating group method. The total Hamil-
tonian is given by

H
J
5 H5(

i51

A

ti2Tc.m.1 (
i, jPN

v i j
NN1 (

iPN
jPJ

v i j
NJ1(

i, j
v i j
Coulomb ,

~5!

where t i and Tc.m. are kinetic energy operators of the ith
nucleon or the J2 particle and the center-of-mass motion of
the five-body system, respectively. The Coulomb interaction
for J2p and pp is taken into account, since it plays an
important role in binding J

5 H @4#. We employ a variational
method using a Gaussian basis with three rearrangement
channels in the Jacobi coordinate system ~CRCG method!
@9#. Secondly, wave functions for the remaining neutrons are
independently determined by solving the following equation
of J

5 H-n:

~T
J
5 Hn1V4He n1VJ2n2E !ucn&50, ~6!

where the potential is a sum of contributions from 4He and
J2. We use the Kanada potential @10# for 4He n , the param-
eter values of which are multiplied by 1.15 for the p3/2 po-
tential so as to reproduce one half of the two-neutron sepa-
ration energy in 6He. For J2 n , we regard the J wave
function as a simple ~0s! harmonic oscillator one, the size
parameter of which corresponds to the rms radius of the
J2 determined from the calculation of J

5 H. Then the J2n

PHYSICAL REVIEW C JULY 1996VOLUME 54, NUMBER 1
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three processes with                                in the final state

[ 6
ΛΛH*] → 4

ΛH + Λ + n

(a)

(b)

(c)

slow Λ → p+π−

proton from MWD/no proton5
ΛΛH → 4

ΛH + (p + π−/n + π0)
4
ΛH → 4He + π−

A fast proton from NMWD has a larger kinetic energy  
than from MWD (including free Λ decay)

slow Λ → p+π−

slow Λ → p+π−

4
ΛH( → 4He + π−)
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�25Experimental setup
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Target

requirements 
1. High resolution for (K-,K+) spectroscopy  

in order to distinguish             from QF events 
→ Sｰ2S will be the best option 

2. Decay π− and proton measurement 
→ a large-acceptance and compact 
     CDS (cylindrical detector system)

superconducting magnet (≧2Tesla)  
gaseous detector (drift chamber? TPC?) 
plastic scintillator hodoscopes 

J-PARC K1.8 beamline

7
Ξ−H
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Perspective
◆ Selective production of          in a counter experiment 

‣ Determination of ΛΛ bond energy 

‣ Lifetime measurement of  

‣ Constraint on branching ratios such as: 

◆ Production of          with a 6Li target 
(depending on the B.E. of           and         )

�26

7
Ξ− H → 5

ΛΛH + 2n
5

ΛΛH → 4
ΛH + p + π−

5
ΛΛH → 5

ΛHe + π−

5
ΛΛH

4,5
ΛΛH

5,6
Ξ−H

6
Ξ−H → 5

Ξ−H + n
5

Ξ−H → 5
ΛΛH

→ 4
ΛΛH + n

6
Ξ−H → 5

ΛΛH + n

→ 4
ΛΛH + 2n

4,5
ΛΛH

5
ΛΛH Only possible by 

a counter experiment
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Conclusion

◆  A new method of         production via Ξ-hypernuclear 
decay and quasi-free Ξ rescattering is proposed. 

◆ “Mass production” in comparison with emulsion 
experiments will open new possibility to investigate 
properties of double-Λ hypernuclei. 

‣ lifetime, weak-decay B.R. as well as ΛΛ bond energy 

◆ A Letter of Intent has been submitted to J-PARC. 

◆ If you are interested, please contact us!

�27

5
ΛΛH
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October 17, 2003 6

HYP2003

E906 Experimental Area

~2x106, 1.8 GeV/c K-/AGS spill
With ~ 0.5:1 K-/π-

Cylindrical Detector System (CDS)
• Large solid angle (65% of 4π)
• Good dp/p resolution (~ 4% rms at 100 MeV/c)
• High rate (~ 3x106 K-/spill)

K+ Spectrometer and Cylindrical Detector System
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Table 7 
Calculated pionic decay rates of light double-A hypernuclei to be produced in the ( K-, K + ) reaction on 9Be. 
The calculations are made for the two-body and three-body final states. DW denotes the use of pion distorted 
waves described in the text. All decay rates are given in units of the free-A decay rate l'a 

zr-  DW ~.l~ DW 

.t4H ==~ 4,He+~-- 0.25 ==> 41H +Tr ° 0.13 
=:~ !IH +p  + "n'- 0.52 ~ 31H +n + ~.o 0.28 

A~H ==~ 51He+rr- 0.38 ==~ (No 2-body) - 
==¢, 4H +p + ~ ' -  0.61 ==~ 4H + n + T r  ° 0.31 

,l~He ~ (No 2-body) - =:=> 51He+Trll 0.18 
41He+p + r r -  0.48 =:~ 41He+n + rr ° 0.22 

a6He ==~ (No 2-body) - ==> ~lHe+Tr ° 0.23 
==¢, 51He+ p + 7r- 0,60 ==~ 51He+n + ~o 0.13 

a7He ==~ 71Li+Tr- 0.26 ==~ 71He+~-° 0.22 

:=¢- 5~He+d + ~ ' -  0.06 ==~ 6He+n + 7"r I~ 0.03 

:==> 61He+p + T r -  0.21 

T~ and the momentum q~ in Ref. [30] are based numerically on the averaged pion 
mass, here we give the corrected values for them): 

T~r2 -~ 29.5 with ATe, 2 ~_ 0.10 MeV (q~r2 ~-- 95.5 with Aq~r2 ~ 0.45 MeV/c ) .  (4.2) 

T~., _~ 31.7 with AT~r~ ~_ 1.0 MeV (q,r, "~ 99.2 with Aq,r, ~- 1.7 MeV/c ) .  (4.3) 

In this section we estimate pion spectra of  double-A and single-A hypernuclei relevant 
to the processes discussed in the preceding section. In this and the next subsections, 
we confine ourselves to the case of  the 9 B e ( K - ,  K +) reaction products of  Eq. (3.6). 
As shown in Table 1 (Type 3), the process is expected to yield five kinds of  double-A 
hypernuclei: A4H, A~H, AASHe, A6He and A]He. In their pionic decays we take all two- 
body final states and important three-body final states into account as listed in Table 7. 
As for the decays of  single-A hypernuclei we also follow the same prescription. It is 
remarked that particular three-body and four-body or more final states can be neglected 
in the practical estimates as known from typical emulsion data of  event-rates shown 
below: 

~He ---~ 4He + p + ~ -  ( 1012 ev.),  3He + d + r r - ( 1 2  ev.),  

3 H + p + p + T r - ( 1  ev.),  3 H e + p + n + r r - ( N o e v . )  [31].  (4.4) 

4 H - - - + 4 H e + T r - ( 9 1 4 e v . ) ,  3 H + p + r r - ( 3 0 1  ev.),  3 H e + n + T r - ( 8 8 e v . ) ,  

d + d + r r - ( 1 2 e v . ) ,  fourbody  final states ( N o e v . )  [32].  (4.5) 
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Fig. 9. The calculated ~'-  spectrum from the weak decay of AA5H, which consists of the monochromatic peak 
for the two-body decay (SAHe+~-) and the continuum part for the three-body decays (~H+p+~r-).  

group of pions coming from the decay of 4H, which is a product of the three-body 
decay mode, should also join the 7r2 ® ¢rl combination. As shown in Fig. 11, 4AH itself 
is well known to emit the characteristic pion as 

4H ,4 He + 7ri- " T~r, = 53.2 MeV (qrr, = 132.9 MeV/c) .  (4.11) 

In the present case, however, this pion momentum might be smeared because 4H is 
a product of the three-body decay and hence it should have a similar momentum 
distribution to the 7r 2 continuum spectrum (T~2 ~- 30.8 MeV) displayed in Fig. 9. 
The expected branching ratios in the decay of double-A hypernuclei are estimated, 
including the 7r ° decay and the non-mesonic decay. From the estimates we expect that 
about 20% of the total decay leads to the two-body mode involving the monochromatic 
pion. 

The population of the lightest double-A hypernuclei A4H is estimated to be small in 
the cascade process (cf. Table 1). This is partly due to the small total binding energy 
assumed in the calculation. A4H may be a loosely bound system with BAA ~-- 0.5 MeV 
as suggested theoretically in Ref. [34]. If we follow this BAA value, the 7r- decay 
spectrum is predicted to have a discrete peak at 

A4H==~ 4AHe+~-  : T~-2 =43.4 MeV (q~r2=ll8.3MeV/c), (4.12) 

and a broad continuum part of the 3H+p + 7r- mode. In the subsequent process 4He 
leads to continuum 7r-- spectrum, but in the ~.0 sector it emits a monochromatic pion. 

Y. Yamamoto, M. Wakai, T. Motoba and T. Fukuda, Nucl. Phys. A 625, 107 (1997)
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5
ΛΛH → 5

ΛHe + π−

5
ΛHe → 3H+p+n

Decay pion spectroscopy with tagging a proton from NMWD 

FINUDA Collaboration / Nuclear Physics A 804 (2008) 151–161 159

Table 1
Rp values calculated by means of the relation (4). The reported errors are statistical only

Target Hypernucleus Rp (energy ! 15 MeV)
12C 12

ΛC 0.43 ± 0.07
6Li 5

ΛHe 0.28 ± 0.09
7Li 7

ΛLi 0.37 ± 0.09
7Li 5

ΛHe 0.21 ± 0.12

Weighted mean of 6Li and 7Li 5
ΛHe 0.25 ± 0.07

Fig. 7. (a) Dots: FINUDA proton spectrum from proton-induced NMWD for 5
ΛHe; triangles: result achieved for the

5
ΛHe at the KEK experiments; the two spectra are normalized to areas beyond 35 MeV. (b) Dots: experimental proton
spectra of 5

ΛHe; continuous histogram: theoretical calculation for the proton energy spectrum of 5
ΛHe performed with

the addition of the FSI contribution. The two spectra are normalized beyond 15 MeV.

underline the fact that we could safely use the very simple relationship (4) for the evaluation of
Rp thanks to the use of very thin targets and of a transparent detector. On the contrary, in previ-
ous experiments [2,3,6,7] thick targets were used to improve the statistics with the consequence
that many corrections had to be applied. The results are reported in Table 1. The errors reported
in Table 1 are the statistical ones. We estimated that the systematical error is lower than 5%.

Fig. 7(a) shows the comparison of our spectrum for 5
ΛHe with the one by Okada et al. [6]. The

two spectra were normalized beyond 35 MeV (the proton energy threshold of [6]). The (KS) test
applied to the two data sets provides a C.L. of 75%.

Fig. 7(b) shows the comparison of our spectrum with the theoretical one calculated by Gar-
barino et al. [22]. The two spectra were normalized beyond 15 MeV (our proton energy thresh-
old). The KS test applied to the two data sets provides a C.L. of 80%. We may conclude that there
is a disagreement between the two experiments and with the theory, even though not so severe.

The situation for 12
ΛC is completely different. Fig. 8(a) shows the comparison of our spectrum

with that by Okada et al. [6]: the two spectra were normalized beyond 35 MeV.
The KS test applied to the two data sets provides a C.L. of 20%. Fig. 8(b) shows the compari-

son of our spectrum with the theoretical one calculated by Garbarino et al. [22]. The two spectra
were normalized beyond 15 MeV. The KS test applied to the two data sets provides a C.L. of 5%.
The conclusion is that there is a strong disagreement between the two experiments and with the
theory.

Concerning the discrepancy between the two sets of experimental data, we may remark that
in [6] the proton energy was measured by a combination of time-of-flight and total energy de-

M. Agnello et al., Nucl. Phys. 804, 151 (2008)

(KEK-PS E462)
Γn/Γp = 0.45 ± 0.11 ± 0.03

Γnm/ΓΛ = 0.406 ± 0.020

25±7% of 5ΛHe (FINUDA)

5
ΛHe → 4He + p + π−

Γπ−/ΓΛ = 0.340 ± 0.016
cf.

Γp is comparable to Γπ−!

B.H. Kang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 062301 (2006)

S. Kameoka et al., Nucl. Phys. A 754, 173 (2005)

5
ΛΛH

proton energy distribution

S. Okada et al., Nucl. Phys. A 754, 178 (2005) 

(referred to as a “fast proton”)
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Fig. 4. Formation probabilities of double-A hyperfragments as calculated for the cascade process after the 
( K - ,  K +) reaction on the °Be target (left), and those on the mB target (right). 

Table 2 
Theoretical formation probabilities grouped into three types of fragmentation channels. Type 1 includes also 
the "A + A + x" channel. The notation x stands for remaining nucleon(s), nuclear fragment(s) and/or their 
combination. They depend on the attractive AA interaction (Case A), the repulsive one (Case C) and the 
intermediate (Case B) 

AA interaction 

Target Channel type Case A Case B Case C 

9Be I I ) AZ+A + x 0.358 0.434 0.828 

12) Az+A'z'  + x 0.045 0.054 0.068 
(3) ,Az +x 0.597 0.512 0.104 

WB (I)  AZ+A + x 0.403 0.490 0.613 
(2) Az+A'z'  + x 0.104 0.141 0.214 

(3) j~Z +x 0.493 0.369 0.173 

~2C (I)  AZ+A + x 0.315 0.381 0.478 
(2) AZ-~-ACz  t -}" X 0.153 0.198 0.271 4 A 

(3) A~Z +X 0.532 0.421 0.251 

ments (Type 3) changes depending on the different AA interactions employed. For the 
9Be target, the group probability for Type 3 (59.7% in Case A) decreases appreciably 
and then rapidly as the AA interaction becomes less attractive (Case B) and the repul- 
sive (Case C), respectively. One should note that, in Case C which might not be the 
real case, AASH becomes unbound, resulting in the small probability of double-A sticking 
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interaction, which is averaged among odd-state parts for a
p-wave neutron, is folded with the (0s)J density.
For the final states, LL

5 H is solved as a 3H-L-L system
using the CRCG method, and L

4 H (L
4 H*) is solved as a

3H-L system with spin zero ~unity!. The oscillator size pa-
rameter of 3H is taken to be 1.5 fm. The emitted L wave
functions in Eqs. ~2! and ~3! are determined by solving a
scattering equation for the L

4 H (L
4 H*)-L system, where we

assume that the L
4 H (L

4 H*) wave function is same as for the
bound state. For Eq. ~4!, which has only a small contribution,
we neglect distortions of the L particles. Wave functions for
the two scattered neutrons @ |̃1(knr)# are obtained by solving
Schrödinger equations with a potential corresponding to the
sum of the 3H-n and L-n parts. We use a phenomenological
potential by Teshigawara for 3H n @11#, which reproduces
well the phase-shift behavior of low energy scattering, and a
folding potential for the L-n part obtained by the same pro-
cedure as the J-n part in the initial state. Though we use
simple neutron wave functions neglecting the two-neutron
correlation, this does not sensitively affect the branching ra-
tio for the conversion process, since the two-neutron emis-
sion is a common factor in all decay processes. For the con-
venience of calculating conversion widths, the two neutron

coordinates are taken from the center-of-mass of J
5 H. We

show the formula for the conversion width of Eq. ~1! as an
example,

G
LL
5 Hnn5

8mn

p\2E0kn
max

dknkn8kn
2uF~kn!F~kn8!^c~LL

5 H!uVLL-J2puc~‘‘J
5 H’’ !&u2, ~7!

where kn85A2mnQ
\2

2kn
2, kn

max5A2mnQ
\2

, ~8!

F~kn![E
0

`

r2|̃1~knr !cn~r !dr , ~9!

where mn and Q denote the reduced mass of the J
5 H-n sys-

tem and the reaction Q value, respectively. Widths for the
other processes can be calculated in a similar manner.
Table II lists the decay width and the branching ratio ~in

parentheses! of each process together with their dependence

on the J2N correlation factor f c . When we take f c as 0.8,
the resulting binding energy and the rms radius of the J in
J
5 H are almost the same as the values given by Myint
et al. @4#. The total conversion width of J

7 H is 0.75 MeV in
this case. If f c has a smaller value, process ~1! has a larger

FIG. 1. Q-value dependence of conversion widths from the
J
7 H state. The solid, dashed, dash dotted, and dotted lines are for the
processes ~1!, ~2!, ~3!, and ~4!, respectively. The marks denote re-
spective Q values of the processes.

TABLE I. The Shinmura potential for S522 two-body systems in units of MeV and fm. In the calcu-
lation, we use the coupling potential of VJ2p-LL557.87e2(r/0.8550)2 for the 1S0 state, and a triplet-odd state
potential averaged with weights (2J11) among 3P0, 3P1 , and 3P2. The repulsive part of the potential is
given as Vc55000 e2(r/0.355)2.

VLL VJ2p VJ2n

1S0 Vc2332.97e2(r/0.8550)2 Vc2310.93e2(r/0.8550)2 Vc2188.57e2(r/0.9279)2

3S1 — Vc2179.17e2(r/0.8550)2 Vc2141.52e2(r/0.9279)2

1P1 — Vc2435.05e2(r/0.8)2 Vc2587.53e2(r/0.7369)2

3P0 Vc236.432e2(r/0.8)2 Vc2118.17e2(r/0.8)2 Vc232.873e2(r/1.0658)2

3P1 Vc2187.33e2(r/0.8)2 Vc2264.08e2(r/0.8)2 Vc258.265e2(r/1.2054)2

3P2 Vc2274.44e2(r/0.8)2 Vc2332.20e2(r/0.8)2 Vc2130.82e2(r/1.0305)2
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